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Geant4 is a toolkit for simulating the passage of partiles through matter. It in-
ludes a omplete range of funtionality inluding traking, geometry, physis mod-
els and hits. The physis proesses o�ered over a omprehensive range, inluding
eletromagneti, hadroni and optial proesses, a large set of long-lived partiles,
materials and elements, over a wide energy range starting, in some ases, from 250
eV and extending in others to the TeV energy range. It has been designed and on-
struted to expose the physis models utilised, to handle omplex geometries, and
to enable its easy adaptation for optimal use in di�erent sets of appliations. The
toolkit is the result of a worldwide ollaboration of physiists and software engineers.
It has been reated exploiting software engineering and objet-oriented tehnology
and implemented in the C++ programming language. It has been used in applia-
tions in partile physis, nulear physis, aelerator design, spae engineering and
medial physis.

Key words: Simulation, Partile interations, Geometrial modelling, Software
engineering, Objet-oriented tehnology, Distributed software development
PACS: 07.05.Tp, 13, 23

1 Introdution

Modern partile and nulear physis experiments pose enormous hallenges
in the reation of omplex yet robust software frameworks and appliations.
Of partiular importane is the ever-inreasing demand for large-sale, au-
rate and omprehensive simulations of the partile detetors used in these
experiments. The demand is driven by the esalating size, omplexity, and
sensitivity of the detetors and fueled by the availability of moderate-ost,
high-apaity omputer systems on whih larger and more omplex simula-
tions beome possible. Similar onsiderations arise in other disiplines, suh
as: radiation physis, spae siene, nulear mediine and, in fat, any area
where partile interations in matter play a role.

In response to this, a new objet-oriented simulation toolkit, Geant4, has
been developed. The toolkit provides a diverse, wide-ranging, yet ohesive set
of software omponents whih an be employed in a variety of settings. These
range from simple one-o� studies of basi phenomena and geometries to full-
sale detetor simulations for experiments at the Large Hadron Collider and
other failities.

� Corresponding Author. Address: Department of Physis and Astronomy, The
University of Manhester, MANCHESTER M13 9PL, UK. Telephone: +44-161-
275-4179. Fax: +44-161-273-5867. E-mail: John.Allison�man.a.uk
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In de�ning and implementing the software omponents, all aspets of the
simulation proess have been inluded: the geometry of the system, the mate-
rials involved, the fundamental partiles of interest, the generation of primary
partiles of events, the traking of partiles through materials and external
eletromagneti �elds, the physis proesses governing partile interations,
the response of sensitive detetor omponents, the generation of event data,
the storage of events and traks, the visualisation of the detetor and parti-
le trajetories, and the apture for subsequent analysis of simulation data at
di�erent levels of detail and re�nement.

Early in the design phase of the projet, it was reognised that while many
users would inorporate the Geant4 tools within their own omputational
framework, others would want the apability of easily onstruting stand-
alone appliations whih arry them from the initial problem de�nition right
through to the prodution of results and graphis for publiation. To this end,
the toolkit inludes built-in steering routines and ommand interpreters whih
operate at the problem setup, run, event, partile transportation, visualisation,
and analysis levels, allowing all parts of the toolkit to work in onert.

At the heart of this software system is an abundant set of physis models
to handle the interations of partiles with matter aross a very wide energy
range. Data and expertise have been drawn from many soures around the
world and in this respet Geant4 ats as a repository that inorporates a
large part of all that is known about partile interations; moreover it on-
tinues to be re�ned, expanded and developed. A serious limitation of many
previous simulation systems was the diÆulty of adding new or variant physis
models; development beame diÆult due to the inreasing size, omplexity
and interdependeny of the proedure-based ode. In ontrast, objet-oriented
methods have allowed us e�etively to manage omplexity and limit depen-
denies by de�ning a uniform interfae and ommon organisational priniples
for all physis models. Within this framework, the funtionality of models an
be more easily seen and understood, and the reation and addition of new
models is a well-de�ned proedure that entails little or no modi�ation to the
existing ode.

Geant4 was designed and developed by an international ollaboration, formed
by individuals from a number of ooperating institutes, HEP experiments, and
universities. It builds on the aumulated experiene of many ontributors to
the �eld of Monte Carlo simulation of physis detetors and physial pro-
esses. While geographially-distributed software development and large-sale
objet-oriented systems are no longer a novelty, we onsider that the Geant4
Collaboration, in terms of the size and sope of the ode and the number
of ontributors, represents one of the largest and most ambitious projets of
this kind. It has demonstrated that rigorous software engineering praties
and objet-oriented methods an be pro�tably applied to the prodution of a
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oherent and maintainable software produt, even with the fast-hanging and
open-ended requirements presented by physis researh.

In the following setions we present a detailed overview ofGeant4 and its fea-
tures and apabilities, inluding the design and implementation of the various
ategories of physis models. Many new physis models have been developed,
and others have been re�ned or extended. They have been reated to support
a growing range of appliations for the software, inluding partile, nulear,
medial, aelerator and spae physis. The ode and doumentation, as well
as tutorials and examples, are available from our Web site [1℄.

1.1 History of Geant4

The origin of Geant4 development an be traed bak to two studies done
independently at CERN and KEK in 1993 [2℄. Both groups sought to investi-
gate how modern omputing tehniques ould be applied to improve what was
o�ered by the existing GEANT3 program [3℄. These two ativities merged
and a proposal was submitted to the CERN Detetor Researh and Devel-
opment Committee (DRDC) [4℄ to onstrut a simulation program based on
objet-oriented tehnology. The resulting projet was RD44, a world-wide ol-
laboration that grew to inlude the e�orts of 100 sientists and engineers,
drawn from more than 10 experiments in Europe, Russia, Japan, Canada and
the United States.

The design hoies faed by RD44 and the deisions arrived at are desribed
in later hapters, but key to its suess was a areful design adapting objet-
oriented methodology and an early deision to use the pratial C++ language.

The R & D phase was ompleted in Deember 1998 [5℄ with the delivery
of the �rst prodution release. Subsequently the Geant4 Collaboration was
established in January 1999 to ontinue the development and re�nement of
the toolkit, and to provide maintenane and user support.

1.2 Organisation of the Collaboration

AMemorandum of Understanding (MoU) [6℄ signed by all partiipating parties
governs the formal ollaboration. It is subjet to tait renewal every two years
and sets out a ollaboration struture omposed of a Collaboration Board
(CB), a Tehnial Steering Board (TSB) and several working groups. The
MoU also de�nes the way in whih ollaboration resoures | money, man-
power, expertise, and key roles and ativities (suh as program librarian and
doumentation manager) | are measured in Contribution Units (CU), and it
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further delineates how the boards are onstituted depending on the CU ount
for eah signatory. Partiipating groups inlude experimental teams and ol-
laborations, laboratories and national institutes.

It is the CB's mandate to manage these resoures and to monitor the agreed
responsibilities among the aÆliates. This body is also harged with the evo-
lution of the MoU. The TSB, on the other hand, is the forum where tehnial
matters, like software engineering details and physis model implementation
issues, are disussed and deided and where priorities are given to user re-
quests. Its primary tasks are the supervision of the prodution servie and
the user support and the overseeing of ongoing further development of the
program. The TSB is haired by the spokesperson of the Collaboration, who
is appointed by and reports to the CB. The spokesperson is (re)eleted every
two years.

Every domain of the Geant4 software that orresponds to a releasable om-
ponent (library) is individually managed by a working group of experts. In
addition, there is a working group for eah of the ativities of testing and
quality assurane, software management and doumentation management. A
oordinator who is seleted by the TSB heads eah group. There is also an over-
all release oordinator. This lean overall problem deomposition makes the
distributed software design and development possible in a worldwide ollabo-
ration. Every group an work in parallel, allowing an optimal use of manpower
and expertise.

1.3 User support, doumentation and soure ode

The Collaboration provides doumentation and user support for the toolkit.
The support model is desribed in more detail in Setion 3.6.

Doumentation [7℄ inludes installation, user and referene guides, and a range
of training kits (see also Setion 1.4). It is intended to over the need of the
beginner through to the expert user who wishes to expand the apabilities of
Geant4.

User support overs help with problems relating to the ode, onsultation on
using the toolkit and responding to enhanement requests. A user may also
expet assistane in investigating anomalous results.

A Web-based reporting system and a list of frequently asked questions (FAQs)
are available on the Geant4Web site [1℄. The Collaboration also runs a Web-
based user forum [8℄, with sub-forums aording to areas of di�erent interest.

Regular releases of the soure ode and doumentation are freely available on
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the Web.

1.4 Examples and training kits

The toolkit inludes examples at three levels:

� Novie: for understanding basi funtionalities;
� Extended: foused on spei� domains of appliation (they may also need
additional third party libraries);

� Advaned: full programs reated to utilise Geant4 in HEP experiments, and
for spae and medial appliations.

They are intended to develop the user's understanding in many areas. Initial
emphasis is on the lasses desribing the user's setup, whih are required by
the toolkit. These lasses are explained in Setion 2.4.

Geant4 also provides a training kit. It onsists of a modular set of units,
eah overing a spei� domain. The units ontain desriptive material and
examples, suh as ode exerpts, or plots with performane results. They are
modular in themselves, providing di�erent levels of overage and omplexity.

1.5 Struture of this paper

For the reader who wishes to obtain a broad overall view of the projet from
ineption to realisation we desribe basi priniples of the design in Setion 2.

Details that are needed to understand how to extend the toolkit, tailor it for
speial use and obtain optimal performane, are postponed to Setions 4 and
5.

In between, we devote Setion 3 to the important issue of the software proess
as it applies to a large, dispersed ollaboration. It is here that the exploitation
of modern software engineering tehniques and objet-oriented methods are
disussed.

The basi algorithms and apabilities of the kernel are desribed in Setion
4 and an overview of available physis proesses and models is presented in
Setion 5. The latter also inludes a sample of results and omparisons with
GEANT3 and experimental measurements.

Additional apabilities are disussed in Setion 6 and interativity (user in-
terfaes, visualisation and analysis) in Setion 7.
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2 Design overview

2.1 General onsiderations

Geant4 is driven by the software needs of modern experiments. A typial
software system ontains omponents | event generator, detetor simulation,
reonstrution and analysis | that an be used separately or in ombinations.
The toolkit has been built as the basis for the simulation omponent. Thus it
was required

� to have well-de�ned interfaes to other omponents, and
� to provide parts to be used by the other omponents.

Other design requirements are that it is modular and exible, and that its
implementation of physis is transparent and open to user validation. It should
allow the user to understand, ustomise and extend it in all domains. Its
modular arhiteture should enable the user to pik only those omponents
he/she needs.

The high-level design was based on an analysis of the initial user require-
ments [9℄. This ultimately led to a modular and hierarhial struture for the
toolkit (see Figure 1), where sub-domains are linked by a uni-diretional ow
of dependenies.

The key domains of the simulation of the passage of partiles through matter
are:

� geometry and materials;
� partile interation in matter;
� traking management;
� digitisation and hit management;
� event and trak management;
� visualisation and visualisation framework;
� user interfae.

These domains naturally led to the reation of lass ategories with oherent
interfaes and, for eah ategory, a orresponding working group with a well
de�ned responsibility. It also led to the onept of a \toolkit", whih implies
that a user may assemble his/her program at ompile time from omponents
hosen from the toolkit or self-supplied.

Geant4 exploits advaned software engineering tehniques to deliver these
key requirements of funtionality, modularity, extensibility and openness. The
tehniques used for the Arhitetural Design were based on the Booh Method-
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ology and followed an iterative approah with progressive re�nement of user
requirements, arhitetural and detailed design. These issues are disussed in
more detail in Setion 3.

2.1.1 General apabilities and properties

The toolkit o�ers the user the ability to reate a geometrial model with
a (possibly) large number of omponents of di�erent shapes and materials,
and to de�ne \sensitive" elements that reord information (hits) needed to
simulate detetor responses (digitisation).

The primary partiles of the events an be derived from internal and external
soures.

Geant4 provides a omprehensive set of physis proesses to model the be-
haviour of partiles. The user is able to hoose from di�erent approahes and
implementations, and to modify or add to the set provided.

In addition the user an interat with the toolkit through a hoie of (graph-
ial) user interfaes and visualise the geometry and traks with a variety of
graphis systems through a well-de�ned interfae and is given the ability to
implement this interfae over other systems of his/her hoie.

In general, the lasses in the toolkit are designed in a highly reusable and a
ompat way so that the user an extend or modify their servies for his/her
spei� appliations. The user an realise this by following the disipline of
objet-oriented tehnology.

Maximum use has been made of the experiene aquired from previous simu-
lation pakages, in partiular GEANT3.

As omputing performane is a ruial issue for a detetor simulator, the goal
was to demonstrate performane omparable to GEANT3 or better.

2.1.2 Openness

One of the most important design goals was to make the design and imple-
mentation of the physis open and transparent. Exploiting objet-oriented
tehnology has enabled us to establish a lear and ustomisable orrespon-
dene between partiles and proesses and o�er a hoie of models for eah
proess. The result is a highly granular implementation, eah omponent of
whih an be inspeted at soure ode level.

The way ross setions are alulated | via formulas, parameterisations or
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interpolation of databases | is exposed. In the last ase the information ex-
trated from the database is separated from the way it is aessed and used,
giving the opportunity of using di�erent databases and allowing their appli-
ability to be tailored by partile, energy, material, et.

Similarly the generation of the �nal state is separated from the alulation of
the ross-setions used for traking and is also split into alternative or omple-
mentary models, aording to the energy, range, partile type and material.

2.2 Global struture

The design has evolved during development. It urrently inludes 17 major
ategories, identi�ed from an analysis driven by our User Requirements. Figure
1 shows the top level ategories and illustrates how eah ategory depends on
the others. There is a uni-diretional ow of dependenies, i.e., no irular
dependenies, as required.

Categories at the bottom of the diagram are used by virtually all higher at-
egories and provide the foundation of the toolkit. These inlude the ate-
gory global overing the system of units 1 , onstants, numeris and random
number handling; materials; partiles; graphial representations; geometry in-
luding the volumes for detetor desription and the navigation in the geom-
etry model; and interoms whih provides both a means of interating with
Geant4 through the user interfae and also a way of ommuniating between
modules that should not otherwise depend on one another. Interoms is also
the repository of abstrat interfaes for \plug-ins", namely Fast Simulation
(Setion 6.1) and Visualisation (Setion 7.2).

Above these reside ategories required to desribe the traking of partiles
and the physial proesses they undergo. The trak ategory ontains lasses
for traks and steps, used by proesses whih ontains implementations of
models of physial interations. Additionally, one suh proess, transporta-
tion, handles the transport of partiles in the geometry model and, optionally,
allows the triggering of parameterisations of proesses (see Setion 6.1). All
these proesses may be invoked by the traking ategory, whih manages their
ontribution to the evolution of a trak's state and undertakes to provide
information in sensitive volumes for hits and digitisation.

Over these the event ategory manages events in terms of their traks and
run manages olletions of events that share a ommon beam and detetor

1 A key design feature is independene from the internal representation of quanti-
ties. The internal representation an be hosen at ompile time to suit the applia-
tion. This feature is provided by CLHEP's Units pakage [10℄.
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Geant4

Readout

Run

Event

Tracking

Digits+Hits

Material

Particle

Processes

Geometry

Track

PersistencyVisualization

Graphic_Reps

Interfaces

Intercoms

Global

Fig. 1. The Top Level Category Diagram of the Geant4 toolkit. The open irle
on the joining lines represents a using relationship; the ategory at the irle end
uses the adjoined ategory.
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implementation. A readout ategory allows the handling of \pile-up".

Finally apabilities that use all of the above and onnet to failities outside
the toolkit (through abstrat interfaes) are provided by the visualisation,
persisteny and [user℄ interfae ategories.

In the following setions, some important aspets of the arhitetural design
are overed. A study of these is essential for understanding the struture and
the behaviour of the toolkit.

2.3 Design and arhiteture

2.3.1 Events

The event ategory provides an abstrat interfae to external physis event
generators for the generation of the primary partiles whih de�ne a physis
event. Primary verties and primary partiles are represented by speial lasses
whih are free from any other. Through these speial lasses, the user an
interfae to the physis generators by preparing his/her own onversion odes.
(The General Partile Soure Module [11℄ an simplify this task by allowing
a soure with arbitrary energy, spatial and angular distribution to be de�ned
at run time.) This isolation allows a Geant4-based simulation program not
to rely on spei� hoies for physis generators and also to be independent
of the spei� persisteny solution adopted for storing the \simulation truth".
Moreover, the primary partile an represent any kind of partile, even one
that annot be treated by Geant4, suh as a quark or a gauge boson. It keeps
the mother-daughter relations between primary partiles so that the spei�
deay hain an be imported from the physis generator. For example, the
user an speify the deay produts of eah of two B-mesons separately.

The lass G4Event represents an event, whih is the main unit of simulation.
This lass avoids keeping any transient information whih is not meaningful
after the proessing of an event is omplete. Thus it is objets of this lass
that the user an store for proessing further down the program hain, suh
as reonstrution. It ontains primary verties and primary partiles before
proessing the event. After proessing, it has hits and digitisations generated
by the simulation and, optionally, trajetories of the simulated partiles for
the reording of \simulation truth". For performane reasons, G4Event and
its ontent lasses are not persistent. Instead, the user is assumed to pro-
vide his/her own onversion ode between them and orresponding persistent
lasses [12℄ (see also Setion 6.3).

The fat that G4Event is independent of other lasses also bene�ts pile-up
simulation. Digitisation an be postponed until after the proessing of two
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or more events on a rolling basis and G4Event objets an be \added" to
eah other, making use of information about primary timing, so that detetor
output signals an be generated as the onsequene of signal overlapping.

2.3.2 Geometry and detetor representation

The geometry module (ategory) o�ers the ability to desribe a geometrial
struture and propagate partiles eÆiently through it. Some onepts have
been borrowed from previous simulation pakages but improvements, re�ne-
ments and advanes have been made in some key areas to ope with the greater
number and di�erent organisation of detetor volumes now experiened. In
partiular, the requirement to exhange detetor geometry with CAD systems
| via the ISO STEP standard [13℄ | and navigate eÆiently in suh geome-
tries led to a new optimisation tehnique.

The onepts of logial and physial volume are not unlike those of GEANT-
3. A logial volume represents a detetor element of a ertain shape that an
hold other volumes inside it and an have other attributes; it also has aess to
other information that is independent of its physial position in the detetor,
suh as material and sensitive detetor behaviour. A physial volume repre-
sents the spatial positioning or plaement of the logial volume with respet
to an enlosing mother (logial) volume. Thus a hierarhial tree struture of
volumes an be built, eah volume ontaining smaller volumes (whih may not
overlap). Repetitive strutures an be represented by speialised physial vol-
umes | replias and parameterised plaements | with sometimes enormous
saving of memory.

In Geant4 the logial volume has been re�ned by de�ning the shape as a
separate entity, named solid. Solids with simple shapes, like retilinear boxes,
trapezoids, spherial and ylindrial setions or shells, eah have their proper-
ties oded separately, in aord with the onept of Construtive Solid Geome-
try (CSG). More omplex solids are de�ned by their bounding surfaes, whih
an be planes, seond order surfaes or higher order B-spline surfaes [14℄, and
belong to the Boundary Representations (BREPs) sub-ategory. This variety
mathes those desribed by the ISO STEP standard for CAD systems.

Another way of obtaining solids is by boolean ombination | union, inter-
setion and subtration. The solids should be either CSGs or other boolean
solids (the produt of a previous boolean operation). One of the omponents
may have an optional transformation relative to the other. Some atual shapes
lend themselves to this approah and their navigation is eÆient.

Although a detetor is naturally and best desribed by a hierarhy of vol-
umes, eÆieny is not ritially dependent on this. An optimisation tehnique,
alled voxelisation, desribed in Setion 4.4.1, allows eÆient navigation even
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in \at" geometries, typial of those produed by CAD systems.

2.3.3 Traking

It is well known that the overall performane of detetor simulation depends
ritially on the CPU time spent moving the partile by one step. This is a
key onsideration in the objet design of the traking ategory.

A onsequene of this is that in Geant4 partiles are transported, instead
of being onsidered self moving. However, this is done by the transportation
proess, desribed later in Setion 4.2. The traking ategory simply steers the
invoation of proesses.

Contrary to GEANT3, Geant4 treats physis proesses in a very generi
way [15℄. Geant4 traking does not depend on the partile type nor on the
spei� physis proess, inluding partile transportation.

In Geant4, eah partile is moved step by step with a tolerane that permits
signi�ant optimising of exeution performane but that preserves the required
traking preision. All physis proesses assoiated with the partile propose
a step. For a partile at rest this is a time rather than a length. The smallest
of the following is hosen:

� the maximum allowed step stipulated by the user (through the SetMax-

AllowedStep method in the G4UserLimits lass);
� the steps proposed by the ations of all attahed proesses, inluding that

imposed by the geometrial limit as proposed by the transportation proess.

Depending on its nature, a physis proess possesses one or more harateris-
tis represented by the following ations handled by the traking:

(1) at rest, for partiles at rest (e.g., deay at rest);
(2) along step, whih implements behaviour suh as energy loss or seondary

partile prodution that happen \ontinuously" along a step (e.g., �Cerenkov
radiation);

(3) post step, whih is invoked at the end of the step (e.g., seondary partile
prodution by a deay or interation).

Along step ations take plae umulatively, while the others are exlusive.
The traking handles eah type of ation in turn. For these three ations,
eah physis proess has a GetPhysialInterationLength, whih proposes
a step, and a DoIt method that arries out the ation. A proess an stipulate
that its ation must always be done (multiple sattering and transportation
are examples). The traking sans all physis proesses and ations for the
given partile, and deides whih one is to be invoked.
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More details of the lass struture are given in Setion 4.3.

The physial values assoiated with eah step are exhanged between the trak-
ing and eah physis proess using objets of the G4Step lass.

2.3.4 Physis

The three types of ation desribed above and the orresponding virtual meth-
ods are de�ned in the base lass G4VProess (see Setion 4.3). All physis pro-
esses onform to this basi interfae. However, di�erent approahes for the
detailed design of the subdomains have been developed; for hadroni proesses,
the abundane and omplexity has required an additional deomposition de-
sribed in outline in the setion on hadroni physis below.

Partile Deay

The step length (or life time for the at rest ation) is straightforwardly al-
ulated from the mean life of the partile. The generation of deay produts
is more diÆult, requiring a knowledge of branhing ratios and, for 3 or more
body deays, theory or parameter or data driven distributions. The issues are
disussed in Setion 5.5.

Eletromagneti Physis

Geant4 eletromagneti physis manages the eletromagneti interations of
leptons, photons, hadrons and ions.

The eletromagneti pakage is organised as a set of lass ategories:

� standard: handling basi proesses for eletron, positron, photon and hadron
interations;

� low energy: providing alternative models extended down to lower energies
than the standard ategory;

� muons: handling muon interations;
� X-rays: providing spei� ode for X-ray physis;
� optial: providing spei� ode for optial photons;
� utils: olleting utility lasses used by the other ategories.

It provides the features of openness and extensibility resulting from the use
of objet-oriented tehnology; alternative physis models, obeying the same
proess abstrat interfae, are often available for a given type of interation;
an example of suh ase is shown in Figure 2.

Publi evaluated databases are used in eletromagneti proesses without in-
troduing any external dependene, while keeping the physis open to future
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Fig. 2. A lass diagram of eletromagneti proesses, showing how alternative pro-
esses, obeying the same abstrat interfae, are provided.
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evolutions of available data sets. This feature also ontributes to the reliability
and the openness of the physis implementation.

The pakage inludes the proesses of ionisation, bremsstrahlung, multiple
sattering, Compton and Rayleigh sattering, photo-eletri e�et, pair on-
version, annihilation, synhrotron and transition radiation, sintillation, re-
fration, reetion, absorption and �Cerenkov e�et.

In the standard eletromagneti proesses ategory, the lass G4eIonisation
alulates for eletrons and positrons the energy loss ontribution due to
ionisation and simulates the \disrete" part of the ionisation, namely the
Moller and Bhabha sattering and Æ-ray prodution. For eah material and
for e+ and e�, it produes an energy loss, range and inverse range table. The
lass G4eBremsstrahlung omputes the energy loss ontribution due to soft
bremsstrahlung and simulates the \disrete" or hard bremsstrahlung. These
two physis proesses are losely onneted by the design adopted. For the
eletromagneti proesses of hadrons, the G4hIonisation lass omputes the
ontinuous energy loss and simulates Æ-ray prodution. In this ase, energy
loss, range and inverse range tables are onstruted only for proton and anti-
proton; the energy loss for other harged hadrons are omputed from these
tables at the saled kineti energy (see Setion 5.6.3). The energy loss also
depends on the ut in range, whih is desribed in more detail in Setion
5.6.2.

The low energy eletromagneti proesses ategory adopts a more omplex
design approah, by distinguishing the onepts of \physis proess" and
\model". A physis proess may aggregate various omponents, eah one being
represented by a model; models an play omplementary or alternative roles.
A strategy [16℄ design pattern is adopted to de�ne the family of physis mod-
els, enapsulate them and make them interhangeable. Thanks to this design,
the system is open to evolution, without requiring any internal modi�ation
if new or alternative features are introdued. An example is, for instane, in
the low energy hadron ionisation proess (G4hLowEnergyIonisation) where a
strategy pattern handles the omplementary models of energy loss | Bethe-
Bloh, parameterisation, free eletron gas, quantum harmoni osillator |
depending on the energy range and harge of the inident partile. Other
strategy patterns handle the models for eletroni and nulear stopping power
respetively, while energy loss utuation models are treated separately. The
development of an additional stopping power parameterisation, based on new
data, is straightforward; the new algorithm would just be required to satisfy
the ommon abstrat interfae and to be registered in the list of available
parameterisations.

The muons ategory is modelled on the standard ategory. The energy loss of
muons is omputed by the lass G4MuEnergyLoss using a sheme of ompu-
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tation whih is the same as in the ase of e+=e�. The G4MuIonisation lass
omputes the ontribution to the ontinuous energy loss due to ionisation and
simulates the orresponding \disrete" proess, knok-on eletron or Æ-ray pro-
dution. The G4MuBremsstrahlung lass alulates the ontinuous loss due
to soft bremsstrahlung and simulates \disrete", hard bremsstrahlung. The
G4MuPairProdution lass gives the ontribution to the ontinuous energy
loss due to soft e+=e� pairs and performs the simulation of pair prodution.

The features of energy loss are very similar for e+=e�, �+=�� and harged
hadrons so, by design, a ommon desription for them has been adopted.
The ontinuous energy loss is alulated as a sum of the ontributions of the
di�erent proesses. It also proposes a step that, by the mehanism of hosing
the smallest step desribed above, limits the step of all proesses in order to
preserve preision in a situation where the energy is hanging along the step;
for example, the stopping range may be required to derease by not more
than some fration of the total ionisation range, if this limit is not less than
some �nalRange parameter. It is worth mentioning that the lower limit used
here is more natural and physial than the one used in GEANT3's automati
alulation of the traking parameters.

Hadroni Physis

Given the vast number of possible modelling approahes, we have hosen to
design an additional set of implementation frameworks to help generate the
orresponding ode in a distributed manner, and allow signi�ant exibility to
the �nal user. Figure 3 illustrates the various framework levels in an annotated
pakage dependeny diagram.

The so alled \Russian dolls" approah for the implementation framework
design was followed. In this approah, an abstrat top-level framework provides
the basi interfae to other Geant4 ategories. It satis�es the most general
use-ase for hadroni shower simulation, namely to provide inlusive ross-
setions and �nal state generation. The framework is then re�ned for more
spei� use-ases by implementing a hierarhy of frameworks. Eah sub-level
implements the interfae spei�ation of the anestor framework level. It adds
implementation for the ommon logi of a partiular use-ase pakage, like
the information ow between parton string models and odes simulating de-
exitation of nulear matter into hadrons, and provides the abstrat interfaes
for the assoiated use-ase pakage. By so doing, the granularity of abstration
and delegation is re�ned at eah framework level. The delegation mehanism
is implemented through abstrat lasses 2 .

2 The same an be ahieved with template speialisations with slightly improved
CPU performane but at the ost of signi�antly more omplex designs and, with
present ompilers, redued portability.
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Fig. 3. Pakage diagram of implementation frameworks and example implementa-
tions available for the hadroni physis ategory.
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To illustrate this, in the following we present the seond framework level in
some detail. (For a omplete desriptions of all levels, please see [17℄.) This
framework level is very relevant for Geant4, and de�nes at the same time
some of the most relevant abstrations. It onerns proesses that our for
partiles in ight. For these ases, one soon �nds that the soures of ross-
setions and �nal state prodution are rarely the same. Moreover, di�erent
soures will ome with di�erent restritions. The most important use-ases
of the framework address these issues. A user might want to ombine di�er-
ent ross-setions and �nal state or isotope prodution models provided by
Geant4, and a physiist might want to implement a model for a partiular
situation and add, in a seamless manner, ross-setion data sets that are rel-
evant for a partiular analysis. The requirements on this framework level are
the following:

� The ability to add user de�ned data sets, �nal state and isotope prodution
models in a seamless manner.

� The ability to use di�erent data sets, di�erent isotope prodution and �nal
state prodution odes for di�erent parts of the simulation, depending on
the onditions at the point of interation.

� A exible hoie of inlusive sattering ross-setions, �nal state prodution
models and isotope prodution models, to run in parasiti mode to any kind
of transport model.

These requirements are implemented in three framework omponents, one eah
for ross-setions, �nal state prodution, and isotope prodution. These three
parts are integrated in the G4HadroniProess lass, whih serves as base-
lass for all hadroni proesses of partiles in ight. Eah proess holds a
list of \ross setion data sets". The term \data set" represents an objet
whih enapsulates methods and data for alulating total ross setions for
a given proess in a ertain range of validity. The implementations may take
any form: it an be a simple equation or a sophistiated parameterisation or
evaluated data. All onrete ross setion data set lasses are derived from
the abstrat lass G4VCrossSetionDataSet, whih delares methods that
allow the proess to inquire about the appliability of an individual data set
through IsAppliable, and to delegate the alulation of the atual ross-
setion value through the method GetCrossSetion. G4HadroniProess has
provision for registering data sets. A default overs all possible onditions to
some approximation. The proess stores and retrieves the data sets through
a data store that ats like a FILO stak (a \Chain of Responsibility" with
a First In Last Out deision strategy). This allows the user to map out the
entire parameter spae by overlaying data sets and hene optimise the overall
result. An example is the use of the ross-setions for low energy neutron
transport; if these are registered last by the user they will be used whenever
low energy neutrons are enountered. In all other onditions the system will
fall bak on the default or other data sets with earlier registration times. The
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fat that the registration is done through abstrat base lasses with no side
e�ets allows the user to implement and use his/her own ross-setions. An
example is the use of speial reation ross-setions forK0-nulear interations
for �=�0 analysis to ontrol systemati error.

For �nal state prodution we provide the G4HadroniInteration base lass.
It delares a minimal interfae of just one pure virtual method for �nal state
prodution: ApplyYourself. G4HadroniProess provides a registry for �nal
state prodution models inheriting from this lass. Again, the �nal state pro-
dution model is meant in very general terms; it might be an implementation
of a quark gluon string model [18℄, a sampling ode for ENDF/B data formats
[19℄, or a parameterisation desribing only neutron elasti sattering o� silion
up to 300MeV. The G4HadroniProess delegates �nal state prodution to
the appliable �nal state prodution model. G4HadroniInteration provides
the funtionality needed to de�ne and enfore the appliability of a partiular
model. Models inheriting from G4HadroniInteration an be restrited in
appliability in projetile type and energy and an be ativated/deativated
for individual materials and elements. The design is a variant of the Chain
of Responsibility pattern [16℄. This allows a user to use models in arbitrary
ombinations and to write his/her own models for �nal state prodution. An
example is the likely CMS senario | the ombination of low energy neutron
transport with a quantum moleular dynamis [20℄ or hiral invariant phase
spae deay [21{23℄ model in the ase of traker materials and fast parame-
terised models for alorimeter materials, with user de�ned modelling of inter-
ations of spallation nuleons with the most abundant traker and alorimeter
materials.

For dediated isotope prodution odes, a base lass, G4VIsotopeProdution,
is provided. It delares a method GetIsotope that alulates and returns the
isotope prodution information. Any onrete isotope prodution model inher-
its from this lass and implements the method. Again, the modelling possibil-
ities are not limited, and the implementation of onrete prodution models is
not restrited in any way. By onvention, the GetIsotope method returns NULL
if the model is not appliable for the urrent projetile-target ombination. If
no appliable isotope prodution model is registered the G4HadroniProess
alulates the isotope prodution information from the �nal state given by the
transport model. In addition, it provides a registering mehanism for isotope
prodution models that run parasitially to the transport models and inherit
from G4VIsotopeProdution. The registering mehanism behaves like a FILO
stak, and the �rst model that returns a non-NULL value will be applied. In
addition, the G4HadroniProess provides the basi infrastruture for the
aessing and steering of isotope prodution information. It allows one to en-
able and disable the alulation of isotope prodution information globally
or for individual proesses, and to retrieve the isotope prodution information
through the GetIsotopeProdutionInfo method at the end of eah step. The
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G4HadroniProess is a �nite state mahine that ensures that the method
GetIsotopeProdutionInfo returns a non-zero value only at the �rst all af-
ter isotope prodution ourred. An example of the use of this funtionality
is the study of the ativation of a germanium detetor in a high preision, low
bakground experiment.

In general we want to stress that �nding the funtional requirements of frame-
works through use-ase analysis has proven to be a highly e�etive tool.
Framework omponents were found through bundling use-ases. Framework
interfaes were de�ned by the need for delegation and exibility; framework
funtionality was de�ned from detailed requirements analysis. The \Russian
dolls" approah to framework design is very e�etive. Layering the implemen-
tation frameworks, and keeping simple and general abstrations in the upper
levels of the framework hierarhy, has proven to result in a strutured and
well suited solution for a omplex problem. Addressing more spei� use-ases
in lower level frameworks that implement the interfaes of the more general
framework has kept the system surprisingly extendible. It has failitated the
distributed and largely deoupled ontributions of many sientists.

2.3.5 Partiles and materials

These two ategories implement failities neessary to desribe the physial
properties of partiles and materials for the simulation of partile-matter in-
terations.

Partiles are based on the G4PartileDefinition lass, whih desribes the
basi properties of partiles, like mass, harge, et., and also allows the partile
to arry the list of proesses to whih it is sensitive. A �rst-level extension
of this lass de�nes the interfae for partiles that arry uts information, for
example range ut versus energy ut equivalene. A set of virtual intermediate
lasses for leptons, bosons, mesons, baryons, et., allows the implementation of
onrete partile lasses, suh as G4Eletron, G4PionMinus, et., whih de�ne
the atual partile properties and, in partiular, implement the atual range
versus energy uts equivalene. All onrete partile lasses are instantiated
as singletons to ensure that all physis proesses refer to the same partile
properties.

The design of the materials ategory reets what exists in nature: materials
are made of a single element or a mixture of elements, elements are made
of a single isotope or a mixture of isotopes. Beause the physial properties
of materials an be desribed in a generi way by quantities whih an be
either given diretly, like density, or derived from the element omposition,
only onrete lasses are neessary in this ategory.

Charateristis like radiation and interation length, exitation energy loss,
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oeÆients in the Bethe-Bloh formula, shell orretion fators, et., are om-
puted from the element, and if neessary, the isotope omposition.

The materials ategory also implements failities to desribe surfae properties
for the traking of optial photons (see Setion 5.10).

2.4 User ations

Geant4 provides the abstrat interfae for eight user lasses. The onrete
implementation, instantiation and registration of these lasses are mandatory
in three ases, optional in the other �ve. This enables the user to ustomise
Geant4 to his/her spei� situation. These user lasses and their funtional-
ity result from an analysis of the user requirements doument.

The three mandatory user lass bases are:

� G4VUserDetetorConstrution for de�ning the material and geometrial
setup of the detetor. Several other properties, suh as detetor sensitivities
and visualisation attributes, are also de�ned in this lass.

� G4VUserPhysisList for de�ning all the partiles, physis proesses and
ut-o� parameters.

� G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAtion for generating the primary verties and
partiles.

For these three user lasses, Geant4 provides no default behaviour; instead
there are pure abstrat de�nitions from whih the user must derive her/his
own onrete lasses. For example,Geant4 de�nes no default physis proess.
Even the partile transportation proess must be registered by the user, oth-
erwise Geant4 will not transport any partile. On the other hand, beause of
this, the user an easily swith the way transportation or any spei� physis
proess without a�eting any other proesses or the behaviour of Geant4.
And beause it is impossible to provide a set of proesses whih are sure to
apply in every situation, and sine a user needs to optimise performane for
his/her appliation, instead of providing defaults the Geant4 distribution
provides various examples, desribed briey in Setion 1.4, whih the user an
draw on.

The optional user lasses allow the user to modify the default behaviour of
Geant4. The �ve optional user lass bases are:

� G4UserRunAtion for ations at the beginning and end of every run.
� G4UserEventAtion for ations at the beginning and end of every event.
� G4UserStakingAtion for ustomising aess to the trak staks.
� G4UserTrakingAtion for ations at the reation and ompletion of every
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trak.
� G4UserSteppingAtion for ustomising behaviour at every step.

For example, as desribed in detail in Setion 4.5, the user an optimize the pri-
ority of proessing any partile by implementing the G4UserStakingAtion
lass.

3 Software proess

The term software proess refers olletively to the set of proesses used by
an organisation or projet to plan, manage, exeute, monitor, ontrol and
improve its software-related ativities. Software proesses de�ne the praties
that are used in the prodution and evolution of the software.

Although the Geant4 software produt has been in prodution and available
to the publi sine Deember 1998, a number of ategories are still under
ative development and therefore require di�erent treatment in terms of the
appliation of software proesses.

Most of the proedures and methods used in the Geant4 software proess
are derived from the RD44 projet spei�ations. They were applied during
the development phase of the projet, but to a large extent are still valid.

There are many software proesses appliable to Geant4, both in software
development and in organisational matters. The omplexity of the software in-
volved, the wide areas of appliation of the software produt, the huge amount
of ode, the number of ode ategories, and the size and distributed nature of
the ollaboration itself are all ingredients whih motivate an ongoing software
proess improvement program [24℄.

Proesses fall into several ategories: primary life-yle of software develop-
ment, supporting life-yle, management proesses, organisational life-yle,
and user-supplier proesses. A partiular proess an be deployed at di�erent
levels of generality. Tailoring of proesses in the di�erent domains is sometimes
required, for instane for reasons of quality or stability, or for the evolution
phase related to a spei� domain, or due to personnel issues [25℄.

By software life-yle is meant the phases the software produt goes through
between when it is oneived and when it is no longer available for use. The
software life yle therefore inludes: requirements analysis, design, onstru-
tion, testing (validation), installation, operation, maintenane, and retirement.

As disussed in the following setions, the life-yle model adopted for most
domains in Geant4 is both iterative and inremental (also alled the spiral
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approah) [26℄. In the urrent prodution and maintenane phase, the life-
yle model is essentially iterative for most domains; it allows the appliation
of suessive re�nements to the existing arhiteture and the onsideration of
experiened solutions for analysis and design iterations. Conerning software
onstrution, we adopted from the beginning exible and well-de�ned pro-
gramming and oding guidelines [27℄, basially dealing with adhesion to the
objet-oriented paradigm (data-hiding, enapsulation, et.), performane, and
portability of the software. Pakaging of the software has stritly followed the
domain deomposition into ategories and sub-ategories that resulted from
the design proess.

In order to ahieve maintainable software and ensure its quality, the adoption
of standards, wherever possible, is promoted in Geant4.

3.1 Methodology

Beause of the wide variety of requirements for Geant4, not only from the
HEP ommunity but also from other �elds, we expeted that the �nal produt
would be a large and omplex software system. It was also envisaged during
the planning stage of the projet that the reation of Geant4 would require
HEP software expertise dispersed all over the world, whih inevitably required
the formation of a worldwide software ollaboration. We onsidered that it
was absolutely essential to employ an engineering disipline in the design and
onstrution of the software.

The study of software engineering (the appliation of the engineering disi-
pline to large-sale omplex software systems) has led to the emergene of
various \software methodologies" whih presribe a omprehensive develop-
ment proess. We spent onsiderable e�ort at the beginning of the projet to
study the software methodologies that were available. Beause a software de-
velopment proess based on the objet-oriented (OO) approah was onsidered
to be the most promising tehnology at the time, we studied the feasibility
of various OO methodologies during the �rst year (1995) of the projet. We
evaluated, for example, the Booh method [26℄, the OMT method [28℄, and
the Fusion method [29℄. For the evaluation we reated a set of requirements
for the methodology of whih the essential points are as follows: (1) the pro-
ess must be exible, (2) it should provide a way to deompose a system into
independent subsystems so that a lear job-sharing sheme (not only for ode
implementation, but also for analysis and design) an be de�ned, (3) it should
provide models, notations and tools whih help to exhange the ideas of de-
sign even if people are dispersed over the world, (4) it should provide for an
inremental development strategy, (5) it should provide a reverse engineering
apability to guarantee a way of following the evolution of the methodology.
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Our most important onlusion from the evaluation was that there was no
absolute measure for the seletion of the best methodology. The methodologies
had basially the same philosophy and approah, and de�ned similar phases
in the software proess (for example, requirement gathering, analysis, design,
implementation and so on). Eah methodology had its strong and weak points.
The OMT method provided a base for other methodologies. For example, the
Fusion method imported the OMT objet model for its own objet model. The
Booh method provided the rihest desription for the analysis and design of
a system. The Fusion method had an exellent apability in desribing the
objet interations. We also found that multiple methodologies were often
employed simultaneously in the development of large-sale software.

Based on these observations, we �nally deided to employ the Booh method-
ology for the onstrution of the Geant4 software. The major reasons for
this hoie were as follows: (1) it provides a onept of dividing a system into
independent subsystems in the design and implementation phases, (2) it has a
pragmati and ommon-sense approah with an inremental and iterative pro-
ess, (3) it has easy-to-understand models with rih notations whih �ll the
gap between design and implementation, (4) it has easy-to-obtain support-
ing software for Unix and PC environments. Although we seleted the Booh
method, our feasibility studies showed that the basi approah and essential
omponents of the major methodologies were similar.

There was another reason we deided to use the Booh method: it was an-
nouned in 1994 that the OMT and Booh methods would be united. There
was a strong belief at that time that this new ombined version would be-
ome a de fato standard of OO methodology and would be supported by the
software engineering ommunity.

Our basi priniple in using the Booh method was to adapt it for our purpose,
not to blindly adopt it | we did not expet that it would automatially pro-
vide a series of well-de�ned steps whih would generate the neessary output
produts. The essential point, one we onsider key to our suessful usage of
the software methodology, was that we needed to judge for ourselves whih ele-
ments of the methodology were important and were appliable to our projet.

3.2 Objet-oriented analysis and design

Although it is impossible to introdue all important onepts of objet-oriented
methodology in this setion, we present here a brief illustration of key aspets
to help those who are not familiar with the methodology.

Objet-oriented analysis and design (OOA/OOD) and ode implementation
de�ne major phases of the software development proess of an OO method-
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ology. OOA and OOD provide an objet-based deomposition of a software
system into smaller and smaller parts, eah of whih an be re�ned indepen-
dently. They also o�er a set of logial and physial models with whih the
developer an understand both the entire arhiteture and the �ne detail of
a lass design. To onstrut suh models, OOA and OOD provide a oherent
set of proesses the programmer an follow.

In the Booh method, the software development is strutured into miro and
maro proesses. The miro proess serves as the framework for an iterative
and inremental approah in eah phase of the development. It is similar to the
so-alled \spiral model". The maro proess serves as the ontrolling frame-
work for the miro proess, and is similar to the \waterfall model". It onsists
of four phases: (1) requirement gathering, (2) OOA, (3) OOD, (4) ode imple-
mentation and evolution. In the following we summarise ativities done in eah
phase of the maro proess for Geant4 development. Various aspets whih
we found to be important for the worldwide ollaboration are also desribed.

3.2.1 Requirement gathering and OOA phase

We started this phase by olleting user requirements for a new detetor sim-
ulation software produt. The Geant4 ore team (see below) reated a draft
requirements doument and it was distributed among the GEANT3 user
ommunity. After reeiving feedbak from the ommunity, we elaborated the
requirements and summarised them using the ESA standard format [30℄. The
resulting requirements doument was not a stati one; it was updated many
times during the development proess.

Then we analysed the requirements doument to identify all major objets in
the problem domain, inluding all data attributes and major operations that
would be needed to provide the required funtionality. We produed entral
models (lass diagrams) ontaining all the semantis of the system in a set
of onise but aurate de�nitions. We also identi�ed lusters of lasses (lass
ategories) that were themselves ohesive, but were loosely oupled relative to
other lusters. Major produts in this phase were the requirements doument,
lass diagrams, senario (objet interation) diagrams and a lass ategory
diagram. In this phase the ore team (6{7 people) played an essential role.
With this relatively small number of people, the members ould work losely
together even though they were loated in Switzerland, England, Frane and
Japan.

3.2.2 OOD phase

The goal of this phase was to elaborate the models reated during the analysis
phase so that the objets and lasses ould be oded and exeuted. The ma-
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jor produts we produed in this phase were the updated lass diagrams and
senario diagrams. We found that in most lass ategories the OOA and OOD
were onurrent proesses. About two-thirds of the �rst year of the projet
were spent on OOA and OOD, and no C++ ode was written during this
phase. The \lass ategory diagram" reated at the end of the OOA had a
fundamental importane during the further ourse of the worldwide develop-
ment. We used eah lass ategory as a unit to share tasks in the OOD and
in the implementation phase. The loose oupling between ategories allowed
us to implement eah ategory relatively independently. A working group was
established for eah ategory, and members of a group ould work without
interfering with the work in other ategories. Also, eah working group ould
be kept relatively small beause a ategory overed only limited funtionality.
This enabled members to work in a very eÆient manner.

3.2.3 Code implementation and evolution phase

We started this phase by writing C++ prototype ode based on the design
reated during OOA and OOD. Further re�nements of the design were done
based on performane of the program or addition of new requirements. Regular
inremental releases of the ode and progress reports to the CERN review
ommittee provided lear milestones for the projet. Eah release was preeded
by an aeptane testing phase and thus gave us the opportunity of regularly
testing the quality of the produt. In this phase, the miro proess played a
major role in the ode development.

3.3 Software proess improvement

Software Proess Improvement (SPI) is an ativity whih belongs to the organ-
isational life-yle ategory, and therefore must be indeed \life-yle driven"
and regularly applied. As suh, SPI is a proess whih annot be fored and
must be gradually applied, after identifying the right priorities and objetives
[25℄.

The main goal of the SPI program [24℄ inGeant4 is to understand, determine
and propose appliable proedures for software development and maintenane
in the prodution phase of our software. In view of this, we periodially perform
proess assessments making referene to the ISO/IEC SPICE Model [31,32℄.
Experiene from members in the Geant4 Collaboration is sometimes used to
help identify weaknesses in some areas and where to apply SPI. Establishing
well de�ned methods and proedures is of vital importane for the Geant4
projet whose mandate is �rst to provide to users, and then to maintain, a
software produt with a reasonably long lifetime, good reliability and robust-
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ness.

3.4 Con�guration and release management

The reation and modi�ation of requirement and design douments, user
doumentation and soure ode are ativities shared by ollaboration members
loated at many di�erent sites. To avoid inompatible revisions and to ensure
onsisteny, hanges in the ode and doumentation must be ontrolled and
traked. InGeant4 we use the Conurrent Versions System (CVS) [33℄, whih
maintains a entral repository for all douments and soure ode and provides
all the neessary funtionality for hange management. The repository onsists
of a tree of diretories on baked-up disk spae in an AFS [34℄ distributed �le
system. For ollaborators without diret aess to AFS, the repository is also
aessible though a server using the CVS built-in lient-server protool

The soure ode diretory struture follows diretly from the deomposition
of the software into domains or ategories. In eah ategory the oordinator
is responsible for oordination of development, testing, bug �xing, and release
of the software and doumentation in that ategory. Most ategories are split
further into sub-ategories with orresponding subdiretories for soure ode,
and so on. This splitting eases the development task for a given developer by
separating development in one sub-ategory from that in other sub-ategories.
In addition several developers an share the work on a given �le, as CVS
supports onurrent editing of �les. At installation time, the user has the
option of building one objet library for eah ategory or building independent
\granular" libraries in eah sub-ategory.

The build system is based on GNU Make [35℄. Eah soure �le is analysed for
dependenies on other soure �les so that the system knows whih parts need
to be rebuilt after a hange. For building appliations, the dependenies are
used to obtain a list of the needed ategory or sub-ategory libraries in orret
linking order.

For eah �le in the repository CVS traks versions, keeps omments on the
hanges made and allows symboli tagging of related versions. A new version
is generated whenever a developer \heks in" a modi�ed �le. It is possible
to retrieve any previous version or the di�erenes between any two versions,
inluding the developers urrent modi�ed version. A tag is a symboli name
given to a set of �les with eah �le having its spei� version. Tags are used
in the preparation of releases, for bug �xes and for regular testing. New or
modi�ed ode in a ategory must be submitted as a tag for testing [36℄ and
pass all tests before this ode an be inluded in a major publi release [37℄.

Important bug-�xes are periodially olleted and publily made available in
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the form of pathes or minor releases. Bug �xes to a partiular release are done
on a CVS branh starting from the released version. Changes on this branh
an be merged bak into the urrent development version, assuring that no
�xes get lost. Branhes are also useful if global hanges have to made and
tested. The hanges are then �rst done on a branh without disturbing ongoing
development, and one suessfully tested, these hanges are merged bak into
the development version. This was suessfully used on several oasions, for
example when the ode was ported to strit ISO C++ ompilers requiring the
use of the std:: namespae pre�x for standard library lasses.

3.5 Quality assurane and testing

As part of our software proess, the development of e�etive tests and testing
proedures has been a major e�ort of the Collaboration as a whole and, par-
tiularly, of the dediated Testing and Quality Assurane working group. As
with the other software methodologies, we have been guided by established
and well-doumented praties in software engineering [36℄.

Software testing protools typially fall into two lasses: unit testing and inte-
gration or system testing. Eah ategory team is responsible for unit testing,
or testing the funtionality of their own ode in relative isolation from other
ategories. For example, there are unit tests dediated to geometry, traking,
and the various physis proesses (eletromagneti, hadroni, and so on). A
team is expeted to devise test programs with enough overage to exerise the
ode within their ategory and to perform these tests regularly as new or re-
vised ode is developed. As a baseline for testing eah ategory team uses the
latest referene version of Geant4 as tagged and announed by the System
Testing Team (STT).

In pratie, unit tests an detet many faults but omprehensive testing re-
quires the inlusion of interations between ategories. Testing the ode as
a whole with ategories working in onert is the task of the integration or
system testing proedure.

In this proedure, new ode in a ategory is tagged and the tag is proposed
for testing to the STT. If several ategory tags have been proposed, the STT
must hoose the order and timing of their introdution into the test yle. This
requires areful judgement, keeping in mind the dependeny relationships of
ode hanges, the need for prompt feedbak to developers, and the virtues
of moderating the amount of new or modi�ed ode that is brought into eah
round of tests.

System testing is done in parallel on a set of \test platforms" representing as
far as possible the range of atual systems in use in the Geant4 user ommu-
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nity. Eah platform omprises a mahine arhiteture, operating system, and
C++ ompiler. For example \Linux-g++" designates a Linux (Intel) system
with the GNU C++ ompiler.

Within eah platform, testing is further diversi�ed due to variations in building
the tests, suh as ompiling \debug" or \optimised" versions, and the seletion
of ode variants suh as ISO ompliant C++.

With about 6 platforms and about 35 tests to be performed on eah, it is lear
that system testing is a large and omplex task and must be well organised
and streamlined to make it a sustainable proess. Consequently the STT have
developed a system testing framework whih utilises a set of sripts and tools
to perform almost all phases of testing.

The launhing and ontrolling of tests is done through standard mehanisms
suh as ssh, ron, and mail. Soure ode, test ases, and test logs are main-
tained on a global �le system (AFS), although loal disk spae is preferred for
building libraries and running exeutables.

When a ategory team tags some ode for testing, CVS automatially sends
the relevant information to an extended version of Bonsai [39℄, a Web-based
CVS query and database system. Bonsai has been modi�ed by the STT to
support tags-based proessing and to provide an on-line form where ategory
teams an submit new tags for system testing.

Another Web-based tool, Tinderbox [40℄, is being expanded and adapted to
Geant4 and will provide automated monitoring, logging, and problem de-
tetion and reporting (inluding hyperlinks to suspet soure ode) for all
system tests, both ompleted and in progress. To aid with both development
and testing, the STT also maintains an indexed and ross-referened soure
ode browsing faility based on LXR [41℄.

At the onlusion of a test yle, aepted tags are inorporated into the
next referene version of Geant4. For rejeted tags, reports about test fail-
ure modes are inserted in the Bonsai system for operative reognition and
elimination. Problems that annot be resolved quikly may be logged into the
problem traking system [38℄.

Although unit and system testing are ritial to ensuring the integrity and or-
retness of the Geant4 ode, it is also important to build quality in from the
start. To this end we employ various Quality Assurane tools suh as CodeWiz-
ard, whih detets unsafe, nonstandard and error-prone oding praties in the
soure ode, and Insure++, whih detets data integrity and memory manage-
ment problems in the running exeutable. These tools, as well as our adopted
oding guidelines, help to provide a front-line defene against the introdution
of atual or potential problems into the software.
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3.6 User support proess

The Collaboration o�ers user support for Geant4, providing assistane with
software problems, onsultany on results, and response to enhanement re-
quests. In this setion we explain in more detail our support model and the
proess by whih we provide it.

Not only is the maintenane and development of the various Geant4 do-
mains distributed amongst the ollaborators, but so is the responsibility for
user support and doumentation. Objet-oriented tehnology makes suh a
wide distribution of responsibility among the experts of di�erent parts of the
software pakage possible and e�etive.

Users of the software who enounter a problem in running the ode an use an
Internet-based problem reporting system. The system is aessible from the
World Wide Web and is open to all users. It is set up automatially to assign
problem reports to the responsible person aording to the ategory a�eted.
He or she may aept the report and respond diretly or forward it to a
olleague. This system is a ustomised version of the open soure reporting
tool Bugzilla [42℄. Besides routing the problem to speialists, it traks and
douments the responses until the problem is resolved.

New requirements, suh as requests for new funtionality or re�nements of
existing abilities, are presented to and deided by the TSB. The TSB sets the
priorities and agrees on time-sales for the ful�llment of new requirements.
Suh support is guaranteed to ollaboration members, while requests from
outside are handled on a \best e�ort" basis.

For eah member organisation a ontat person has been designated who ats
as a �rst referene for Geant4 users in that loality, whih may inlude aÆl-
iated institutions, user groups, and others in the same geographi area. The
ontat person is expeted to respond to enquiries, to help resolve simple prob-
lems, and to forward more speialised queries to the relevant expert(s). This
method is hosen to avoid the overhead of hannelling all problems through a
single entral group.

This distributed user support model arose naturally from the existing distri-
bution of expertise and manpower aross experiments, laboratories, and insti-
tutes whih have ontributed to the reation and maintenane of Geant4. It
o�ers major advantages over the traditional entral support: a larger number
of people are involved, eah in the domain of their ompetene, and in many
instanes supporting ode that they developed.

To exploit these advantages, an adequate struture is needed to �lter, analyse,
dispath, or prioritise the users' requests, and also to provide the user with
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a diret interfae to whih one an refer without knowing the details of the
user support mehanism. The needed struture is provided by the TSB and
the working groups.

4 The kernel

4.1 Global struture

The kernel manages the traking of partiles taking aount of the geometry,
�elds and physis proesses. EÆieny is a key issue and various optimisation
tehniques are used. Geant4 provides ways of ontrolling the order of pro-
essing of traks. User ode is invoked when partiles enter sensitive volumes
so that hits and digitisations an be sored. All this is desribed below.

Geant4's logial struture and the user ation lasses were essentially de-
sribed in Setion 2.2 and 2.4.

4.2 How a partile is traked

In spite of its name, traking in Geant4 does not transport partiles, trans-
portation is performed by the transportation proess whih is handled as one
of the generi proesses (the transportation proess itself is desribed in some
detail in Setion 4.4).

G4TrakingManager is an interfae lass brokering transations between the
event, the trak and the traking ategories. The traking manager (a single-
ton instane of the lass) handles the neessary message passing between the
upper hierarhial objet, whih is the event manager (a singleton instane
of lass G4EventManager), and lower hierarhial objets in the traking ate-
gory. The traking manager reeives a trak from the event manager and takes
the neessary ations to omplete traking it.

G4SteppingManager is the lass whih plays an essential role in traking the
partile. It takes ares of all message passing between objets in the di�erent
ategories whih are relevant to transporting a partile (for example, geometry,
interations in matter, et.). Its publi method Stepping steers the stepping of
the partile. In the implementation of the algorithm, the inheritane hierarhy
of the physis interations plays an essential role. This hierarhial design of
the physis interations enables the stepping manager to handle these as ab-
strat objets; the manager does not need to be knowledgeable of the onrete
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interation objets, for example, bremsstrahlung, pair reation, et. The a-
tual invoations of various interations during the stepping are done through
the dynami binding mehanism. This is a powerful programming tehnique
whih makes the traking atgory ompletely shielded from any hange in the
design of lasses in the physis proess, i.e., if we add in future a new physis
proess for a partile, it is not neessary to hange anything on the traking
side.

Objets of lass G4Trak represent the partiles whih are handled by the
stepping manager. Eah objet holds information partiular to eah step of
a partile, for example, the urrent position, the time sine the start of step-
ping, the identi�ation of the geometrial volume where the partile is, et.
The dynami information of the partile, like momentum and energy, is held
through a pointer to an objet of type G4DynamiPartile. Also the stati
information of the partile, like mass and harge, is stored through the pointer
to an objet of type G4PartileDefiniton. Here the aggregation tehnique
is extensively employed to keep the traking performane very fast.

As desribed in setion 2.3.3, eah physis proess proposes a step length,
returned by GetPhysialInterationLength (see Setion 4.3). For example,
for interation proesses it is the distane to an interation in the urrent
material. The stepping manager selets the proess that proposes the shortest
step length. This seletion, whih has to take aount also of geometrial
boundaries and user parameters, is desribed in more detail in Setions 5.3
and 5.4.

An objet of type G4TrajetoryPoint holds the state of the partile af-
ter propagating one step. It inludes information about spae-time, energy-
momentum, geometrial volume, et. A G4Trajetory objet aggregates all
G4TrajetoryPoint objets whih belong to the partile being propagated.

4.3 Proess management

A large variety of interations is experiened by partiles passing through
matter. In Geant4 this variety is expressed by a division into seven major
proess ategories: eletromagneti, hadroni, transportation, deay, optial,
photolepton hadron, and parameterisation.

In designing Geant4, we foused on the generalisation and abstration of
physis proesses before onsidering the implementation of the varieties. Our
approah enables anyone to reate a proess and register it for a partile type
in a Geant4 simulation muh more easily than in GEANT3. This openness
should allow the reation of proesses for novel, domain spei� or ustomised
purposes by individuals or groups of users.
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All physis proesses are treated in a \uni�ed manner" to desribe how parti-
les behave in a material. As desribed in setion 2.3.3 on traking, two kinds
of proess methods play an important role: one is GetPhysialInteration-
Length (abbreviated GPIL) and the other is DoIt. There are three kinds of
DoIt methods or ations together with three GPIL methods orresponding
to eah DoIt. These are AtRestDoIt, AlongStepDoIt, and PostStepDoIt.
All physis proesses are derived from the base lass of G4VProess, whih
provides three virtual DoIt and GPIL methods. In other words, all physis
proesses an be treated in the same manner from the traking point of view.

Eah proess an perform any ombination of these three DoIt ation. This
is a major innovation in Geant4, whih goes beyond the ategorisation of
proesses made by previous simulation pakages that distinguished, at most,
two types of proess, disrete and ontinuous. Those two are still available as
speial ases but, in addition, several novel types of proess are possible.

As a result, the traking ode is ompletely general and ommon to all pro-
esses of all partile types. This uni�ed model for physis proesses gives ex-
ibility in design of a physis proess. For example, the transportation of parti-
les is a kind of proess in Geant4 and a spei� transportation proess an
be applied in various ases (suh as for transportation in eletri �elds).

Eah partile type ontains a list of physis proesses that the partile an un-
dertake. The proess manager of eah partile manages the list of proesses.
Users an hoose physis proesses whih are neessary for their own simu-
lation and register them via the proess manager. The proess manager also
ontains information about the ordering of DoIt ations for eah proess in
the list.

In Geant4, the onept of partile hange, represented by the lass G4V-

PartileChange and its derivatives, is introdued to keep the results in DoIts,
i.e., the �nal state of the trak and seondary traks. Thus, only these objets
know whih properties the physis proess has updated. A physis proess an
de�ne its own partile hange derived from the base lass G4VPartileChange
to gain performane.

Clear separation between proess and traking funtionality an be realised
by using partile hange. Proesses annot hange trak information diretly;
they an only propose hanges as a result of an interation. On the other hand,
the traking aepts and judges proposals from proesses and triggers their
ation. In addition, the traking ontrols the timing of updating the step and
trak information based on the partile hange.

This approah of using partile hange and the abstration of physis proesses
ensures that we an easily develop new physis proesses and/or extend the
funtionality of existing proesses.
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4.4 Propagation in the detetor model

The primary task of the geometry ategory is to supply information to the
transportation proess and ultimately to the traking manager for the geomet-
rial propagation of traks. This inludes propagation in a �eld, for example,
a magneti �eld.

In GEANT3, as inGeant4, partiles are moved in steps that are determined
by physis proesses or by the detetor geometry; however, inGEANT3, small
\pushes" are adopted to guarantee the hange of volume at a boundary in
the fae of omputational rounding errors. This mehanism may ause errors,
espeially in the ase of photon reetion, and it has been demonstrated to be
ineÆient when volume boundaries are not oinident, sine a series of many
small steps may be required when the \push" is not large enough. Geant4's
propagation methods were designed to overome these limitations without
sari�ing auray and eÆieny. After a step to a boundary a trak's state
reords whether it is on a boundary, whether it is exiting the urrent volume,
et.

Volumes e�etively have boundaries of a very small but �nite \thikness"
to take into aount the round-o� and aumulated errors of oating point
arithmeti. In this \tolerant" geometry [43℄, intersetions with boundaries
less than the tolerane from the urrent point are ignored if the diretion
of the partile is away from the boundary. The thikness (or tolerane) is
hosen to be very small ompared to detetor features but muh larger than
the expeted arithmeti errors. Note that the internal unit of length an be
hosen at ompile time (see Setion 2.2) so that this ondition an generally
be satis�ed.

The number of steps a partile must take to traverse a detetor is therefore
muh redued. However, in order to traverse a detetor model geometry eÆ-
iently, it is also ritial to redue the number of andidate volumes for whih
intersetions have to be alulated and Geant4 has adopted an optimisation
tehnique whih is desribed next.

4.4.1 Traking optimisation

While traking through the detetor, a partile may enounter any one of
several detetor parts at eah step. Calulating the intersetion of a trak
with every daughter volume at eah tree level would be extremely ineÆient.
Di�erent methods, some inspired by tehniques used in ray traing, to lower
the number of andidate volumes to be tested for intersetion, have been
evaluated.
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Fig. 4. Smart Voxels. A mother volume with divisions along the horizontal axis.
Eah one of these slies has an independent set of vertial divisions (voxels). Here,
the �rst one from the left is shown.

The tehnique of virtual divisions, like the one adopted in GEANT3, onsists
of having mother volumes slied evenly along one axis into setions. Eah se-
tion stores pointers to the sub-volumes it ontains, ompressed by bunhing
together ommon lists. This sheme works well in a hierarhial detetor de-
sription, where the number of daughter volumes at eah node is small. It will
fail for a \at" geometry, i.e., where many volumes are plaed at the top or
high level node without regard to relationship, as might happen for geome-
tries imported from a CAD system, partiularly if the level of detail varies
with position.

Other tehniques based on �xed or variable grids were investigated. Eah ell
of the grid stores a list of pointers to the volumes interseted. The ontents
of eah ell an be determined entirely at initialisation time, based on the
bounding box of eah volume. Fixed size grids have the disadvantage of mem-
ory onsumption for �ne granularity ditated by small detetor omponents.
The use of variable grids would overome this problem but would make the
testing of intersetions and the determining of whih ell a partile is inside
more omplex.

In Geant4 we have devised a new tehnique derived from the voxel based
method, used in ray traing, where spae is subdivided into ubi volume el-
ements (voxels) and a tree based map is reated by reursively dividing the
detetor into otants. This traditional voxel based tehnique retains the dis-
advantage of grid based methods in that every voxel interseted along the par-
tile's trajetory must be tested for intersetion of its ontents. In Geant4's
smart voxels tehnique [44℄, for eah mother volume, a one dimensional virtual
division is performed. The best axis for the virtual division is hosen by using
an heuristi. Subdivisions (slies) that ontain the same volumes are gathered
into one in order to optimise memory and performane (see Figure 4).

Eah division ontaining too many volumes is then re�ned by applying virtual
division again, using a seond Cartesian axis. If the resultant subdivisions still
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ontain too many volumes, a further re�nement an be performed by dividing
again along a third Cartesian axis.

For a hierarhial detetor desription the mother volume loal oordinate
system is usually a suÆient guide to the hoie of voxel deomposition axes.
For a \at" geometry, the smart voxels tehnique produes a simple virtual
division if volumes are regular plaed or a tree up to three levels deep if it
ontains many volumes of di�erent sizes and plaements.

Smart voxels are omputed at initialisation time and do not require large
memory and omputing resoures. At traking time the searhing is done in
the hierarhy of virtual divisions. This method for traking has been found
to be very eÆient. Also it very muh redues the need to tune the detetor
desription, sine the performane in inadvertent or unavoidable \at" regions
of an otherwise hierarhial desription is not muh ompromised.

4.4.2 Transportation in a �eld

Charged partiles moving in a �eld do not follow linear trajetories between
interations. In a uniform magneti �eld their trajetories are helial (in the
approximation of small energy loss), while in non-uniform �elds they are urves
that, in most ases, annot be desribed analytially.

Propagation in the detetor thus involves two tasks: �rst the alulation of
the trajetory (numerially if the �eld is non-uniform) and then the �nding of
its intersetion with volume boundaries.

We solve the partile's motion using a seletion of methods, the majority in-
volving Runge-Kutta integration. The default method is a fourth order Runge-
Kutta, while lower order methods are available for �elds that are not smooth
enough and higher order methods are available for �elds that are smooth and
do not vary greatly.

Furthermore, for magneti �elds in partiular, a new set of integration methods
has been reated that ombines Runge-Kutta and the known helial solution
for uniform �elds. Here the \baseline" linear solution of �rst order Runge-
Kutta solution is replaed with a helial one in a sheme similar to the impliit
or expliit Euler shemes of Runge-Kutta.

These new integration methods have the ability to integrate over a large num-
ber of \turns" of a near-helial path in an almost uniform �eld. Thus they
are best suited for �elds that are nearly uniform and reasonably smooth. In
these irumstanes, and for partiles whose motion takes them over several
to thousands or more \loops" or turns of a helix, these new methods an o�er
a large performane bene�t ompared to \ordinary" Runge-Kutta methods,
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while taking into aount �eld variations.

To alulate the intersetion with volume boundaries we split the urved path
into setions and approximate eah setion by its hord. The algorithm's a-
uray and performane is ontrolled by a set of parameters, whih an be
spei�ed by the user. The setions are hosen so that the maximum estimated
separation between the real (urved) path and the orresponding hord is
smaller than the \miss-distane" parameter. The hord is then used to test
for intersetion with the boundary of a volume and, of ourse, it might miss
where the urved trak would interset. However the maximum depth in that
'missed-volumed' that is entered by the urved trak should be no less than
the \miss-distane".

One a andidate intersetion is found, it is re�ned to within a distane de�ned
by another auray parameter. Currently the �nal intersetion point is taken
to lie on the hord. Thus the intersetion auray parameter must be hosen
arefully to limit the systemati error in traks whose position is measured
aurately, else reonstruted momenta will be inuened by this error.

The e�ets of a partile's motion on the preession of its spin angular momen-
tum in slowly varying external �elds are simulated. The relativisti equation
of motion for spin is known as the BMT equation [45℄. The equation demon-
strates a remarkable property; in a purely magneti �eld, in vauum, and
negleting small anomalous magneti moments, the partile's spin preesses
in suh a manner that the longitudinal polarization remains a onstant, what-
ever the motion of the partile. But when the partile interats with eletri
�elds of the medium and multiple satters, the spin, whih is related to the
partile's magneti moment, does not partiipate, and the need thus arises to
propagate it independent of the momentum vetor. In the ase of a polarized
muon beam, for example, it is important to predit the muon's spin diretion
at deay-time in order to simulate the deay eletron (Mihel) distribution
orretly.

4.5 Priority ontrol of traks

Sine the traks are represented by C++ objets, it is quite straightforward to
use standard ontainers to stak them. Event handling in Geant4 has three
staks (by default), namely \urgent", \waiting" and \postpone to next event".
Eah is a simple �rst-in-last-out stak.

In the formerGEANT3, there was only one stak and eah trak was assigned
a priority. For every pop request it was neessary to san for a trak with the
highest priority, a rather heavy proedure one many seondaries were staked.
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InGeant4, priorities an be ontrolled easily by using the two staks \urgent"
and \waiting". A user simply hooses in whih stak to store the newly pushed
trak by implementing, instantiating and registering a onrete derivative of
G4UserStakingAtion. When the \urgent" stak beomes empty, the user
ode is noti�ed so that the urrent event an be examined to see if it is worth
ontinuing to simulate or whether it is better to abort. If ontinuing, traks
in the \waiting" stak are re-examined and some or all are transferred to the
\urgent" stak for the next stage of simulation. This ontinues reursively until
the event is omplete or aborted. Not only the speed of popping the trak with
the highest priority but also the apability of easy abortion of uninteresting
events make the simulation muh more powerful.

4.6 Hits and digitisation

4.6.1 Detetor sensitivity

In Geant4, a hit is a snapshot of a physial interation or an aumulation
of interations of a trak or traks in a \sensitive" detetor omponent. On
the other hand, the term digit represents a detetor output, for example, an
ADC/TDC ount or a trigger signal. A digit is reated from one or more hits
and/or other digits. Given the wide variety of appliations of Geant4, how
to desribe the detetor sensitivity and the quantities a user needs to store
in the hit and/or digit vary greatly. Thus Geant4 provides only the abstrat
lasses for both detetor sensitivity and hit/digit.

Eah logial volume an have a pointer to a sensitive detetor, whih is an ob-
jet of a user lass derived from the abstrat base lass G4VSensitiveDetetor.
A sensitive detetor reates hits using the information given in the urrent step.
The user has to provide his/her own implementation of the detetor response.
Hits, whih are user-de�ned objets derived from lass G4VHit, are olleted
in an event objet. At traking time, when the step is inside of a volume whih
has a pointer to a sensitive detetor, this sensitive detetor is invoked with the
urrent step information.

In ontrast to sensitive detetor, whih is invoked automatially at traking
time, the digitisation module must be invoked by the user's ode. Digitisation
may be done during event proessing, at the end of eah event, and/or even
after some number of events had been proessed to simulate \pile-up".

4.6.2 Readout geometry

In some ases, the readout segmentation an be di�erent to the geometrial
strutures of the detetor. For example, the user may implement a detailed
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sandwih struture of a sampling alorimeter, while the readout ollets the
energy deposition of some of the layers. The readout geometry is an arti�ial
geometry whih an be assoiated with a sensitive detetor. Eah sensitive
detetor an have its own readout geometry. (Note that the transportation
proess does not see the volume boundary of readout geometry and thus a
step does not end at the boundary of readout geometry.) One a step belongs
to a sensitive detetor, geometrial information of both the \real" traking
and the readout geometry geometries are available to the sensitive detetor.

5 Physis proesses

5.1 Sope

TheGeant4 toolkit ontains a large variety of omplementary and sometimes
alternative physis models overing the physis of photons, eletrons, muons,
hadrons and ions from 250 eV up to several PeV. The hierarhial struture
of the proesses ategory was introdued in Setions 2.3.4 and 4.3. There are
seven major sub-ategories | eletromagneti, hadroni, transportation, deay,
optial, photolepton hadron, and parameterisation. The �rst two, eletromag-
neti and hadroni, are further sub-divided, as mentioned in Setion 2.3.4 and
further desribed below.

We stress our design goal of ahieving openness of physis implementation.
Objet-oriented programming makes the struture apparent; the result is a
highly granular implementation, eah omponent of whih an be inspeted
at soure ode level. The abstrat interfae ommon to all proesses makes
the traking independent from the type of proess. This, together with the
modular arhitetural framework, also allows the ontinuous development of
new models without a�eting the previous ode.

5.2 Proesses and models

For a partile interation or deay it is useful to distinguish between the pro-
ess, i.e., a partiular initial and �nal state, whih therefore has a well-de�ned
ross-setion or mean-life, and the model that implements the prodution of
seondary partiles. It allows the possibility of o�ering multiple models for the
same proess. One way this is exploited was desribed in outline in Setion
2.3.4 and further examples are given below.
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5.3 Interations and deays

A partile in ight is subjet to many ompeting proesses. Moreover, in a real
detetor, it will often travel through many regions of di�erent materials, shapes
and sizes before interating or deaying. In simulation, the partile proeeds
in steps, and we have to �nd an eÆient and unbiased way of hoosing what
limits the step and, if the partile ontinues, of updating the parameters for
the next step.

Let us onsider the interation or deay of a partile in ight. (Similar on-
siderations apply to a partile at rest.) Firstly, we alulate a distane to the
point of interation or deay. This is haraterised by the mean free path �.
The probability of surviving a distane ` is

P (`) = e�n�;

where n� =
R `
0 d`=�(`).

For a deay, � = v� , where v is the veloity and � the mean life. For an
interation, if the ross-setion on isotope i of mass mi that has fration xi by
mass in the urrent material of density � is �i, then 1=� = ��i fxi�i=mig. We
must keep in mind that � varies as it looses energy and hanges disontinuously
at a geometrial boundary.

The key point to note is that the probability distribution of n� is a simple
exponential independent of material and energy. So, at the point of prodution
of the partile we set

n� = � ln �

where � is a random number uniformly distributed in the range (0; 1), and
this is used to determine the distane to the point of interation or deay in
the urrent material. This information from all proesses for the partile (eah
proess using a di�erent random number, of ourse) is used to deide what
happens.

5.4 Deiding whih proess limits the step

Proesses other than interation or deay also ompete to limit the step. Con-
tinuous energy loss may limit the step to preserve preision. Also, transporta-
tion insists that the step should not ross a geometrial boundary. The user
an also request a maximum allowed step.

The proess whih returns the smallest distane is seleted and its post step
ation is invoked. If this is an interation or deay, the partile is killed and
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seondaries are generated. If not, the partile gets another hane to interat
or deay; n� for eah proess is deremented by an amount orresponding to
the step length and the whole algorithm is repeated at the next step.

5.5 Deay proesses

Class G4Deay implements at rest and post-step ations for deay at rest and
in ight respetively. It hooses a deay time or path aording to the above
algorithm. It also hooses a deay mode from the branhing ratios in the deay
table for the partile. (The user has, nevertheless, the freedom to �x the proper
deay time and deay mode of primary partiles.) Geant4 provides default
deay tables for most partiles, suh as �, K mesons, �, � hyperons and
resonant baryons, based on data from the Partile Data Group [46℄.

There are many models for determining the distribution of seondaries, for
example V-A theory for muon deay, Dalitz theory for �0 deay, or simple
phase spae. In Geant4, onrete lasses derived from G4VDeayChannel are
implemented for spei� models and attahed to eah deay mode.

Deays of heavy avour partiles, suh as B mesons, are very omplex, with
many deay modes and deay mehanisms. Geant4 does not attempt to
model these but provides two ways of dealing with them that take advantage
of external event generators. In the �rst way, the external deayer approah,
the G4VExtDeayer lass provides an interfae to the external pakage that
deides the deay mode and seondary partile momenta. This ativated by
attahing a onrete implementation of this lass to the G4Deay objet of
that partile.

The seond way, the pre-assigned deay mode approah, deays of heavy parti-
les are simulated by the primary event generator, whih attahes these daugh-
ter partiles to the parent using the PreAssignedDeayProduts method of
G4DynamiPartile. G4Deay adopts these pre-assigned daughter partiles
instead of asking G4VDeayChannel to generate the deay produts.

5.6 Eletromagneti proesses

The range of available eletromagneti proesses is extensive. Whenever avail-
able, use is made of the publi evaluated databases distributed by a variety
of international soures; this ontributes to the reliability and openness of the
physis implementation.
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Geant4 eletromagneti physis is usable in a wide variety of simulation
domains; a seletion of appliations and results an be found in [47{49℄.

5.6.1 Standard eletromagneti proesses

Geant4 standard eletromagneti physis provides a variety of implementa-
tions of eletron, positron, photon and harged hadron interations. Photon
proesses inlude Compton sattering, -onversion and the photo-eletri ef-
fet. Eletron/positron proesses handle bremsstrahlung, ionisation and Æ-ray
prodution, positron annihilation and synhrotron radiation. The energy loss
proess manages the ontinuous energy loss of partiles due to ionisation and
bremsstrahlung. A signi�ant feature of this is an algorithm [50℄ whih an
generate low energy Æ-rays only near the boundaries of volumes, whih an
lead to an improved performane while keeping the quality of physis. The
ionisation and energy loss of hadrons has several models to hoose from, in-
luding Photo-Absorption Interation (PAI) [51℄.

The Geant4 multiple sattering proess an handle all harged partiles. It is
based on a new model that simulates the sattering of the partile after a step,
omputes the mean path length orretion and the mean lateral displaement.
Its performane is ompared to GEANT3 and experimental data in Figure
5.

A shower pro�le resulting from Geant4 standard eletromagneti physis
proesses is ompared to GEANT3 and experimental data in Figure 6.

Standard eletromagneti proesses average the e�ets of the shell struture
of atoms and annot expeted to simulate details below 1 keV.

5.6.2 Range uts

In Geant4, harged partiles are traked to the end of their range. However,
for performane, when generating the partiles produed in an interation, a
proess may, optionally, hoose to suppress partiles whose range, as de�ned
below, would be less than a user-de�ned value that we name the range ut.
In this ase the proess must add the energy of the partile to the energy
deposited during or at the end of the step.

Range is used, rather than energy, as a more natural onept for designing a
oherent poliy for di�erent partiles and materials. For photons, the absorp-
tion length de�nes the ut - see Setion 5.6.3.

For some proesses, suh as Æ-ray and bremsstrahlung prodution, the use of a
ut is not an option but a neessity, in order to suppress the generation of large
numbers of soft eletrons and gammas. The energy of non-produed partiles is
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Fig. 5. Multiple sattering of 6.56MeV protons by 92.6 �m of silion: omparison of
Geant4, GEANT3 and experimental data from [52℄ | the angular distribution
of exiting protons.

transferred from the disrete omponent of a proess to the ontinuous (along-
step) omponent. This also means that the interation length also depends on
the ut.

All this needs a fast way of �nding the range of harged partiles and the
absorption length of photons in eah material; Setion 5.6.3 desribes this in
more detail.

For eletromagneti physis it is important to have a range ut whih is
uniform aross partiles and materials in order to design a oherent set of
proesses. We use range to ensure uniformity between di�erent partiles (in
partiular between eletrons and photons). This prodution threshold on-
ept is used by the eletromagneti proesses, in partiular by ionisation and
bremsstrahlung.
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Fig. 6. Shower pro�le of 1GeV eletrons in water: Geant4, GEANT3 and experi-
mental data from [53℄

5.6.3 Range and absorption length tables

In order to implement the range ut poliy desribed in Setion 5.6.2, the rel-
evant eletromagneti proesses produe range-energy and aborption length-
energy tables for eah material for use by all proesses. The range is omputed
by numerial integration of energy loss for eletrons/positrons, muons, pro-
tons and antiprotons. The range for other harged hadrons is omputed from
the proton table by using the saled kineti energy Ts = Tmp=m, where T
is the partile kineti energy, m is the partile mass and mp is the proton
mass, whih is the energy of a proton with the same veloity as the traked
partile. This approah an be used beause ionisation losses depend only on
the veloity.

For bremsstrahlung, a ut based on the absorption length for photons is ap-
proximated as desribed below.

The energy loss proesses for e+=e�, �+=�� and harged hadrons are very
similar, so it is quite natural to have a ommon desription for them.
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5.6.4 Energy loss of eletrons/positrons

The G4VeEnergyLoss lass omputes the ontinuous energy loss of eletrons
and positrons. The ontinuous energy loss is alulated as a sum of the on-
tribution of the di�erent proesses. At present there are two proesses on-
tributing to the ontinuous energy loss, they are: the ionisation proess (lass
G4eIonisation) and the bremsstrahlung proess (lass G4eBremsstrahlung).
G4eIonisation alulates the ontribution due to ionisation and simulates
the \disrete" part of the ionisation | Moller and Bhabha sattering or Æ-
ray prodution. G4eBremsstrahlung omputes the energy loss due to soft
bremsstrahlung and simulates \disrete" or hard bremsstrahlung.

The G4VeEnergyLoss lass also onstruts energy loss and range tables for
every material. First the energy loss tables are onstruted and �lled, simply
summing the ontributions omputed for ionisation and bremsstrahlung. After
this, it reates range tables and their inverses for e+=e� for every material. All
the tables are onstruted at the beginning of a Geant4 run, at initialisation
time. Later, during the simulation, the energy loss proess performs two tasks:
it imposes a limit on the step size of the partile and omputes the energy loss
during a step travelled by the partile.

The omputation of the mean energy loss during a step uses the dE=dx and
inverse range (T (r)) tables. The mean loss is

�T = T (r0)� T (r0 � s);

where r0 is the range at the beginning of the step of length s. For s < �r0,
where � is an arbitrary parameter (the linear loss limit), an approximation is
used:

�T � s

�
�
�
�
�
dE

dx

�
�
�
�
�
:

After the mean energy loss has been alulated, the proess omputes the
atual energy loss, i.e., the loss with utuation. The utuation is omputed
in the utuation model GLANDZ [54℄, also used in the GEANT3 ode.

5.6.5 Energy loss of muons

The energy loss of muons is omputed by the lass G4VMuEnergyLoss. The
sheme is the same as in the ase of e+=e�, exept that now there are three
proesses ontributing, namely the ionisation proess (lass G4MuIonisation),
the bremsstrahlung proess (lass G4MuBremsstrahlung) and the diret pro-
dution of e+=e� pairs (lass G4MuPairProdution). They eah also simulate
the orresponding disrete proesses | Æ-ray prodution, hard bremsstrahlung
and hard diret e+=e� pair prodution, respetively.
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5.6.6 Energy loss of harged hadrons

The ontinuous energy loss of harged hadrons is alulated by the lass
G4VhEnergyLoss. Here there is only one proess whih ontributes, namely
ionisation (lass G4hIonisation), whih also simulates the disrete proess of
hard Æ-ray prodution.

5.6.7 Bremsstrahlung

In Geant4, the user spei�es the uts for the suppression of soft partiles
as a distane. This is straightforwardly interpreted as a range for Æ-rays, as
desribed above; for bremsstrahlung we interpret it as follows. We use the fat
that, to a good approximation at low energies, averaging over atomi shell
e�ets, the absorption length dereases as energy dereases. In eah material,
a ut is established at an energy suh that �ve absorption lengths equals
the user de�ned distane ut. Only e�5 � 0:7% of suppressed photons of ut
energy, and a lesser proportion for photons for lower energy, would travel
further than the user de�ned distane ut. We thus obtain an approximate
orrespondene between the delta-ray and bremsstrahlung uts.

An approximate empirial formula is used to ompute the absorption ross
setion of a photon in an element. The absorption ross setion means here
the sum of the ross setions for gamma onversion, Compton sattering and
the photo-eletri e�et. These proesses are the \destrutive" proesses for
photons, i.e., they destroy the photon or derease its energy. (Coherent or
Rayleigh sattering only hanges the diretion of the gamma, so its ross
setion is not inluded.)

5.6.8 Multiple sattering

The G4MultipleSattering lass simulates the multiple sattering of harged
partiles in material. It simulates the sattering of the partile after a given
step, omputes the mean path length orretion and the mean lateral displae-
ment. However, it uses a new multiple sattering model [57℄ whih does not
use the Moli�ere formalism.

Liljequist et al. [58℄ have alulated tables of parameters for eletrons and
positrons in the kineti energy range 0.1 keV to 20MeV in 15 materials. Our
model uses these values, orreted for a nulear size e�et, withan appropriate
interpolation or extrapolation in the atomi number and in the veloity of the
partile when neessary.
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5.6.9 Low energy extensions

A set of physis proesses is implemented inGeant4 to extend the range of va-
lidity of eletromagneti interations down to lower energy than the standard
eletromagneti proesses. The urrently available extensions over proesses
for eletrons, photons, positive and negative harged hadrons and positive
ions; further extensions to over positron and negative ion interations are
in progress. The urrent implementation of low energy eletron and photon
proesses [59℄ an be used down to 250 eV.

The low energy pakage inludes the photo-eletri e�et, Compton sattering,
Rayleigh sattering, bremsstrahlung and ionisation; for ompleteness, a photon
onversion proess has also been implemented and based on the same data
soures as the other low energy ones. In addition, uoresene emission from
exited atoms is also generated; the implementation of the Auger e�et is
in progress. The implementation of eletron and gamma proesses is based
on the exploitation of evaluated data libraries (EPDL97 [60℄, EEDL [61℄ and
EADL [62℄) that provide data for the determination of ross-setions and
the sampling of the �nal state. A simulation based on Geant4 low energy
proesses for photons and eletrons is ompared with experimental data in
Figure 7, with evidene of shell e�ets.

A low energy proess is also available to handle the ionisation by hadrons and
ions [64,65℄. It adopts di�erent models depending on the energy range and the
partile harge. In the high energy (> 2MeV) domain the Bethe-Bloh formula
and in the low energy one (< 1 keV for protons) the free eletron gas model are
applied respetively. In the intermediate energy range parameterised models
based on experimental data from the Ziegler [66℄ and ICRU [67℄ reviews are
implemented; orretions due to the moleular struture of materials [68℄ and
to the e�et of the nulear stopping power [67℄ are taken into aount. The
Barkas e�et is desribed by means of a speialised model Figure 8 shows a
omparison with experimental data for ions.

5.7 Photo- and eletro-prodution of hadrons

Geant4 inludes photonulear and eletronulear reations whih onvert
the energy ow of eletrons, positrons and photons into the energy ow of
mesons, baryons and nulear fragments [55℄. In the nulear giant resonane
region the ross setion of the photonulear proess is omparable with the
other eletromagneti proesses. At high energies, beause of the Froissart
inrease of interation ross setions and large energy transferred to nuleus,
this kind of reation an be very important [56℄.

The eletronulear reations use the equivalent photon method [55℄. Approxi-
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the Geant4 low energy photon simulation and experimental
data, showing relevane of shell e�ets: photon transmission in 1�m Al; data from
[63℄

mation of struture funtions of nuleons and simulation of DIS reations are
under development.

5.8 Muo-prodution of hadrons

Geant4 also provides the nulear interation of muons with prodution of
hadrons. This is important for the simulation of detetor response to high
energy muons, muon propagation and muon-indued hadroni bakground at
energies above 10GeV and relatively high energy transfers, in partiular in
light materials [57℄. The average energy loss for this proess inreases almost
lineary with energy, and at TeV muon energies onstitutes about 10% in stan-
dard rok. Extension to lower energies, starting from the nulear disintegration
threshold, on the basis of the equivalent photon method [55℄, is under devel-
opment.
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5.9 Hadroni proesses

The basi requirements on the physis modelling of hadroni interations in a
simulation toolkit span more than 15 orders of magnitude in energy. The en-
ergy ranges from thermal for neutron ross-setions and interations, through
7TeV (in the laboratory) for LHC experiments, to even higher for osmi ray
physis. In addition, depending on the setup being simulated, the full range or
only a small part might be needed in a single appliation. The omplex nature
of hadroni showers and the partiular needs of the experiment require the
user to be able easily to vary the models for partiular partiles and materials
depending on the situation.

For alorimeter simulation at olliders, for example, pion nulear interations
are fundamental, and leading partile e�ets, transverse momentum distribu-
tions, inlusive ross-setions, and the predition of nulear exitation energies
largely de�ne the quantities of interest for measurement and detetor design.
When simulating bakgrounds in the muon systems of the large LHC exper-
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iments, ritial items are the prodution of muons in hadroni showers, as
well as the simulation of punh-through and low energy neutron interations.
When studying the impat of a neutron irradiated gadolinium rod on a tu-
mour, preise Doppler broadening of ross-setions and energy distributions
of the apture photons are vital.

A simulation tool-kit is therefore required to inlude the alulation of ross-
setions for the sattering of any inident meson or baryon (having a mean-life
long enough for interations to be non-negligible) o� any stable or long lived
nulear isotope target and to inlude models of these interations. Lepton-
nuleus sattering should also be inluded. A good toolkit will o�er exible
hoie of alternative ross-setion algorithms and interation models that the
user an hoose aording to his omputer memory and performane and his
needed preision. The ability of the expert user to extend or adapt the provided
set of models is also a fundamental requirement.

Of this huge domain of energy, inident partile, target isotope and level of
preision, muh is already available in the standard distribution. The hadroni
proess ategory omprises several families of lasses: proesses whih de�ne
eah possible proess and provide onnetions to the underlying ross setions
and models whih implement the proess; management, ontaining lasses
whih abstrat some ommon properties of hadroni interations and provide
steering mehanisms for the appliation of appropriate interation models;
ross setions whih enapsulate all ross setion data and assoiated alu-
lation methods for omputing the ourrene of proesses; stopping proesses,
a distint ategory for partiles stopping or at rest; models, eah of whih im-
plements the �nal state generation of a partiular proess or a set of proesses
for a partile or lass of partiles within a spei�ed energy range; and utility
lasses whih provide various standardised omputational methods for use by
the models.

Within the models ategory are a number of sub-systems: low energy, high
energy, generator, neutron hp, radiative deay, et., organised aording to en-
ergy range, methodology, reation type, and so on. This large array of models,
many newly developed or adapted for Geant4, is the result of a wide-ranging
development e�ort with many ontributors. As a result of the design of the
proess management and steering failities, a set of models for a given applia-
tion an be hosen with great exibility, ombining broadly-appliable models
with speialised ones in a well-de�ned way and invoking the appropriate model
for a given interation depending on partile types, energy ranges, and other
harateristis.
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5.9.1 Interation ross-setions

The total ross-setions for inelasti sattering, apture of neutral partiles,
indued �ssion and elasti sattering have been arried over from GEANT3.
The software design inGeant4 allows one to overload these defaults with spe-
ialised data-sets. Custom data sets are provided for proton indued reations
[70℄ and neutron indued reations [71℄ at partile energies below 20GeV, and
ion spallation reations [72℄, as well as neutron interations at energies below
20MeV.

5.9.2 Modelling �nal states

Three lasses of models are distinguished for modelling �nal states. There are
models that are largely based on evaluated or measured data, models that are
predominantly based on parameterisations and extrapolation of experimental
data under some theoretial assumptions, and models that are predominantly
based on theory. In the following, we desribe the usage of data driven, pa-
rameterisation driven and theory driven modelling approahes in Geant4.

Data driven models

When experimental or evaluated data are available with suÆient overage,
the data driven approah is onsidered to be the optimal way of modelling.
Data driven modelling is used in the ontext of neutron transport, photon
evaporation, absorption at rest, alulation of inlusive ross-setions, and
isotope prodution. We also use data driven modelling in the alulation of
the inlusive sattering ross-setions for hadron nulear sattering. Limita-
tions exist at high projetile energies, for partiles with short life-times, and
for strange baryons, as well as the K0 system. Theory based approahes are
employed to extrat missing ross-setions from the measured ones, or, at high
energies, to predit these ross-setions.

The main data driven models in Geant4 deal with neutron and proton in-
dued isotope prodution, and with the detailed transport of neutrons at low
energies. The odes for neutron interations are generi sampling odes, based
on the ENDF/B-VI data format [19℄, and evaluated neutron data libraries
suh as ENDF/B-VI [73℄, JENDL3.2 [74℄, and FENDL2.2 [75℄. Note that any
ombination of these an be used with the sampling odes. The approah is
limited by the available data to neutron kineti energies up to 20MeV, with
extensions to 150MeV for some isotopes.

The data driven isotope prodution models that run in parasiti mode to the
transport odes are based on the MENDL [76℄ data libraries for proton and
neutron indued prodution. They omplement the transport evaluations in
the sense that reation ross-setions and �nal state information from the
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transport odes de�ne the interation rate and partile uxes, and the isotope
prodution model is used only to predit ativation.

The data driven approah is also used to simulate photon evaporation at mod-
erate and low exitation energies, and for simulating radioative deay. Both
odes are based on the ENSDF [77℄ data of nulear levels, and transition,
onversion, and emission probabilities. The deay of almost three thousand
nulide speies are overed, and all emitted �, �, � and � partiles an be
traked by Geant4 and their interations simulated. Sine the residual nu-
leus is often in an exited state, the isomeri transitions are treated using the
photo-evaporation lasses in Geant4 (future developments planned for the
toolkit inlude the treatment of internal onversion and atomi de-exitation
following deay). In the ase of photon evaporation the evaluated data are
supplemented by a theoretial model (giant dipole resonane de-exitation) at
high exitation energies.

Finally, data driven modelling is used in the simulation of the absorption of
partiles oming to a rest, mainly for ��, ��, K�, and �p, in order to desribe
the fast, diret part of the spetrum of seondaries, and in the low energy part
of the modelling of elasti sattering �nal states in sattering o� hydrogen.

Parameterised models

Parameterisations and extrapolations of ross-setions and interations are
widely used in the full range of hadroni shower energies, and for all kinds
of reations. In Geant4, models based on this paradigm are available for
low and high partile energies respetively, and for stopping partiles. They
are exlusively the result of re-writes of models available from GEANT3,
predominantly GEISHA [78℄. They inlude indued �ssion, apture, and elasti
sattering, as well as inelasti �nal state prodution.

Theory based models

Theory based modelling is the basi approah in many models that are pro-
vided by Geant4 or are under development. It inludes a set of di�erent
theoretial approahes to desribing hadroni interations, depending on the
addressed energy range and omputing performane needs.

Parton string models for the simulation of high energy �nal states (ECMS >
O(5GeV)) are provided and in further development. Both di�rative string
exitation and dual parton model [79℄ or quark gluon string [18℄ model are
used. String deay is generally modelled using well established fragmentation
funtions [80℄. The possibility of using quark moleular dynami [81℄ is ur-
rently in preparation.

Below 5GeV entre of mass energy, intra-nulear transport models are in
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preparation. For asade type models a re-write of HETC [82℄ as well as IN-
UCL [83℄ is in preparation, as well as an implementation of a time-like asade
[84℄. For quantum moleular dynamis models, an enhaned version of UrQMD
[85℄ is being written.

Note that the asade models are based on average geometrial desriptions of
the nulear medium, and take e�ets like Pauli-bloking, oherene length and
formation times into aount in an e�etive manner. Sattering is done as in
the QMD model, with the possibility of using idential sattering implementa-
tions. The QMD models alulate the interation Hamiltonian from two- and
three-body interations of all partiles in the system, and solve the Newtonian
equations of motion with this time-dependent Hamiltonian numerially. Sat-
tering is done using smeared resonane ross-setions, taking Pauli's priniple
into aount by investigating loal phase-spae. The approah promises to give
all orrelations in the �nal state orretly, and has no signi�ant limitations
in its appliability at low energies. It is very CPU expensive.

At energies below O(100MeV) we provide the possibility of using exiton based
pre-ompound models [86℄ to desribe the energy and angular distributions of
the fast partiles, and of softening the otherwise too steep behaviour of the
quasi-elasti peaks. In this area one model is released, and an alternative is in
preparation.

The last phase of a nulear interation is nulear evaporation. In order to
model the behaviour of exited, thermalised nulei, variants of the lassi-
al Weisskopf-Ewing model [87℄ are used. Speialised improvements suh as
Fermi's break-up model [88℄ for light nulei, and multi-fragmentation [89℄ for
very high exitation energies are employed. Fission [90℄, and photon evapora-
tion [57℄ an be treated as ompetitive hannels in the evaporation model.

As an alternative for all nulear fragmentation models, inluding evaporation
models, the hiral invariant phase spae (CHIPS) model [21,22℄ is under de-
velopment. It is a quark-level 3-dimensional, SU(3)xSU(3) symmetri event
generator for fragmentation of exited hadroni [21℄ and nulear [22℄ systems
into hadrons. It is expeted to be applied to a wide range of hadron- and
lepto-nulear [23℄ interations. This is already released in the toolkit as an
event generator for the reations of pion apture at rest, anti-proton apture
at rest, as a fragmentation model for photo- and eletronulear reations, and
as nulear fragmentation model for residual nulei absorbing the soft part of
the Quark-Gluon String. The kaon apture at rest, deays of hyper-nulei,
hadron-nulear and in partiular antiproton-nulear interations at low ener-
gies, Nulear Giant resonane fragmentation are under development.

A theoretial model for oherent elasti sattering was added reently, using
the Glauber model and a two Gaussian form for the nulear density. This ex-
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pression for the density allows one to write the amplitudes in analyti form.
Note that this assumption works only sine the nuleus absorb hadrons very
strongly at small impat parameters, and the model desribes nulear bound-
aries well.

For lepton nulear interations, muon nulear interations are provided. Here
the leptoni vertex is alulated from the standard model, and the hadroni
vertex is simulated using a suitable set of models from the above desribed.
Neutrino nulear interations will be added in due ourse.

Modelling summary

Already when taking only the view of the large HEP experiments, it has
beome evident that all modeling tehniques | data driven, parameterisation
driven, and theory driven | are neessary to satisfy the needs for hadroni
simulation in an optimal manner. Data driven modeling is known to provide
the best, if not only, approah to low energy neutron transport for radiation
studies in large detetors. Parameterisation driven modeling has proven to
allow for tuning of the hadroni shower for partile energies aessible to test-
beam studies, and is widely used for alorimeter simulation. Theory driven
modeling is the approah that promises safe extrapolation of results toward
energies beyond the test-beam region, and allows for maximal extendibility
and ustomisability of the underlying physis.

The use of state of the art software tehnology is the key that allows for
distributed development of the physis base of a tool-kit for simulation of
hadroni physis in the Geant4 ontext. It allows the work of many experts
in the �eld to be ombined in a oherent manner, and o�ers the user the
possibility of unifying his/her knowledge in a single exeutable program in a
manner that is deemed optimal for a partiular problem. This is a ompletely
new situation. In a very short time it has lead to an unexpetedly wide range
of modelling possibilities in Geant4, and an unpreedented ease of exibility
of usage of models and ross-setions.

5.9.3 Sample data driven models

As an example of a data driven model, we briey desribe the models for
neutron and proton indued isotope prodution. These models are running in
parasiti mode to the transport models, and an be used in onjuntion with
any set of models for �nal state prodution and total ross-setions. They
have been written to allow for detailed isotope prodution studies, overing
most of the spallation neutron and proton energy spetrum. They are based
on evaluated nuleon sattering data for kineti energies below 20MeV, and a
ombination of evaluated data and extrapolations at energies up to 100MeV.
The upper limit of appliability of the model is 100MeV nuleon kineti en-
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ergy.

The evaluated data libraries that are the basis of the Geant4 neutron trans-
port and ativation data library are Brond-2.1 [91℄, CENDL2.2 [92℄, EFF-3
[93℄, ENDF/B-VI.0 [73℄, ENDF/B-VI.1, ENDF/B-VI.5, FENDL/E2.0 [75℄,
JEF2.2 [94℄, JENDL-FF [74℄, JENDL-3.1, JENDL-3.2, and MENDL-2 [76℄.
Our seletion was guided in large part by the FENDL2.0 seletion. Additions
to and small modi�ations of this seletion were possible due to the struture
of the Geant4 neutron transport ode and the use of the �le system to max-
imise the exibility of the data formats. The inlusion of the MENDL data
sets is fundamental for these models.

Figure 9 shows an example of the simulated ross-setion in omparison to
evaluated data from the MENDL olletion, using 106 events at eah energy.
A systemati error of 15% was added to the simulation results to take the error
in the extrapolation of the total ross-setions into aount. For a omplete
desription and more omparisons, see [95℄.

5.9.4 Sample parameterised models

Parameterisation based models have been found to be very powerful in the
ase of alorimeter simulation. Without giving a detailed desription of these
models, we want to illustrate the preditive power for the ase of high energy
models in Figure 10 for prodution of neutral pions in interations of kaons
and pions with gold and aluminum.

5.9.5 Sample theory driven models

Given that the hiral invariant phase-spae deay model CHIPS is a rather
new development and is developed only within Geant4, we hoose this as an
example for a theory based model. CHIPS is a quark-level 3-dimensional event
generator for fragmentation of exited hadroni systems into hadrons. An im-
portant feature is the universal thermodynami approah to di�erent types
of exited hadroni systems inluding nuleon exitations, hadron systems
produed in e+e� interations, high energy nulear exitations, et. Exlusive
event generation, whih models hadron prodution onserving energy, momen-
tum, and harge, generally results in a good desription of partile multipli-
ities and spetra in multi-hadron fragmentation proesses. To illustrate the
preditive possibilities of this ansatz, we show a omparison between CHIPS
preditions and measurement in the ase of proton anti-proton annihilation in
Figure 11. For details of the model see [21{23℄.
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Fig. 9. Isotope prodution ross-setions for neutron indued prodution of impor-
tant isotopes as simulated using the isotope-prodution ode in Geant4. Large
points are simulation results, small points are evaluated data from the MENDL2
data library.

5.10 Optial proesses

Geant4 is an ideal framework for modelling the optis of sintillation and
�Cerenkov detetors and their assoiated light guides. This is founded in its
unique apaity of ommening the simulation with the propagation of a
harged partile and ompleting it with the detetion of the ensuing optial
photons on photo sensitive areas, all within the same event loop.

A photon is alled optial when its wavelength is muh greater than the typial
atomi spaing. InGeant4 the onept of optial photons is a lass of partiles
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detahed from their higher energy gamma ousins. This implementation allows
proesses to be assoiated to them arising from the wave like property of
eletromagneti radiation.

The atalog of proesses at optial wavelengths inludes refration and re-
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etion at medium boundaries, bulk absorption and Rayleigh sattering. The
optial properties of the medium whih are key to the implementation of
these types of proesses are stored as entries in a properties table linked to
the material in question. They an be expressed as a funtion of the photon's
wavelength.

5.10.1 �Cerenkov proess

The ux, spetrum, polarization and emission of this radiation follow well
known formulae. The time and position of �Cerenkov photon emission are al-
ulated from quantities known at the beginning of the harged partile's step,
whih is assumed to be retilinear even in the presene of a magneti �eld. The
need to suspend the primary harged partile trak arises in the prodution
of �Cerenkov photons beause the number of suh photons generated during
the length of a typial step, as de�ned by energy loss or multiple sattering,
is often very large. Hene, the traking of the �Cerenkov radiating partile an
be suspended by putting it on its own stak of generated seondaries, so that
its proteges are traked in turn before it is revived and transported further.

5.10.2 Sintillation

Every sintillation material has a harateristi light yield and an intrinsi
resolution, whih generally broadens the statistial distribution, due to im-
purities; typial examples are doped rystals like NaI(Tl) and CsI(Tl). The
average yield an have a non-linear dependene on the loal energy deposi-
tion. Sintillating materials also have emission time spetra with one or more
exponential deay time onstants, with eah deay omponent having its in-
trinsi photon emission spetrum. These empirial parameters are partiular
to eah material and must be supplied by the user. Geant4 provides a frame-
work in whih this an be done e�etively. A Poisson distributed number of
photons is generated aording to the energy lost during the step. The photons
originate evenly along the trak segment and are emitted isotropially with a
random linear polarization.

5.10.3 Absorption and Rayleigh sattering

The implementation of optial photon bulk absorption is trivial in that the
proess merely kills the partile. The proedure requires the user to �ll the
relevant material property table with empirial data for the absorption length.
The di�erential ross setion in Rayleigh sattering is proportional to the
square of the osine of the angle between the new photon's polarization vetor
and that of the original photon. The Rayleigh sattering proess samples this
angle aordingly and then alulates the sattered photon's new diretion by
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requiring that it be perpendiular to the photon's new polarization in suh a
way that the �nal diretion, initial and �nal polarization are all in one plane.

5.10.4 Reetion and refration

Before explaining the simulation of reetion and refration at medium bound-
aries, it is neessary to introdue the onept of optial surfae in Geant4.

The optial boundary proess design relies heavily on the onept of surfaes.
The information is split into two lasses. One lass in the materials ategory
keeps information about the physial properties of the surfae itself, and a
seond lass in the geometry ategory holds pointers to the relevant physial
or logial volumes involved and has an assoiation with the physial properties
lass. Objets of the seond type are stored in a related table and an be
retrieved by either speifying the logial volume entirely surrounded by this
surfae or the pair of physial volumes touhing at the surfae. The former is
alled skin surfae, while the latter is referred to as a border surfae. The �rst
type of surfae is useful in situations where a volume is oded with a reetor
and is plaed into many di�erent mother volumes. A limitation is that the skin
surfae an only have one and the same optial property for all of the enlosed
volume's sides. The border surfae is an ordered pair of physial volumes,
so the user an hoose di�erent optial properties for photons arriving from
di�erent sides of the same interfae.

The physial surfae objet also spei�es whih model the boundary proess
should use to simulate interations with that surfae. In addition, the physial
surfae an have a material property table all its own. The usage of this table
allows all speular onstants to be wavelength dependent. In ase the surfae
is painted, wrapped or has a ladding, the table may inlude the thin layer's
index of refration. This allows the simulation of boundary e�ets both at
the intersetion between the medium and the surfae layer, as well as at the
far side of the thin layer, all within the proess itself and without invoking
the Geant4 navigator. Combinations of surfae �nish properties, suh as
polished or ground and front painted or bak painted, enumerate the di�erent
situations.

When a photon arrives at a medium boundary its passage depends on the
nature of the two materials that join at that boundary. The user an speify
the medium boundary as between two dieletri materials, one dieletri and
a metal, or one dieletri and a blak medium. In the ase of two dieletri
materials, the photon an be totally internal reeted, refrated or reeted,
depending on the photon's wavelength, angle of inidene, (linear) polarization
and the refrative indies on both sides of the boundary. The photon an be
absorbed by the metal or reeted bak into the dieletri. If the photon is
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absorbed it an be deteted aording to the photo-eletron eÆieny of the
metal. Reetion and transmission probabilities are sensitive to the state of
linear polarization.

The user has two hoies inGeant4 for modelling a realisti surfae, either the
UNIFIED model [96℄ of the DETECT [97℄ program, or the originalGEANT3
implementation via the GLISUR methods ag. Using GLISUR, the roughness
of a surfae is spei�ed by a single parameter, while with the UNIFIED model
a more omprehensive desription is possible that deals with all aspets of
surfae �nish and reetor oating.

5.11 Transition radiation

Transition radiation emitted by a relativisti harged partile rossing an inter-
fae between two materials with di�erent dieletri properties is implemented
as a boundary proess. (An alternative implementation is desribed in Setion
6.1.) The lass G4ForwardXrayTR is responsible for the desription of X-ray
transition radiation (XTR) photon generation from one interfae between two
di�erent materials. One of those material states should be gas or vauum.
The base lass G4TransitionRadiation onsists of methods and data mem-
bers whih an be used in both optial and X-ray transition radiations.

6 Additional apabilities

The real power of the objet-oriented approah lies in the ability to extend
the basi funtionality either by implementing lasses derived from the kernel
base lasses or writing \plug-ins" whih use Geant4.

An example of the former, in fat, is the whole of the physis proesses; the
kernel is written for the generi proess de�ned by the abstrat interfae and
any proess whih onforms to this interfae an be used. Below we desribe
another extension, namely to \parameterised proesses" or \fast simulation
proesses", whih allows the user to de�ne what happens when a partiular
partile enters a partiular volume. All this an happen without modifying
the kernel.

\Plug-ins" simply use Geant4. In this ategory are user interfaes, visual-
ization and analysis, desribed in Setion 7 and persisteny, desribed below.
Like proesses, these are distributed with Geant4 but, if the user wishes, an
be replaed. This might happen in a large projet that has already de�ned its
software framework and already made deisions about suh funtions. It is a
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relative straightforward matter to integrate Geant4 into an existing software
framework.

6.1 Parameterisation for fast simulation

Fast simulation or parameterisation allows one to take over the traking and
implement, for example, a fast algorithm of detetor response. The typial
use ase is shower parameterisation where the several thousand steps per GeV
omputed in the detailed simulation are replaed by a few tens of energy
deposits [98,99℄. Very fast simulation, in whih the traking is interepted to
produe reonstruted-like objets, is also useful [100℄.

Parameterisation harateristis whih have been identi�ed as impating the
design are: parameterisations are generally experiment dependent; they take
plae in an envelope, whih is typially the mother volume of a sub-detetor,
for example a alorimeter; they apply to spei� partiles types. Parameteri-
sation may also be required not to trigger in ompliated regions, like module
overlaps of a alorimeter, and may require kinemati riteria, like a suÆiently
high energy, to be valid.

The above requirements have been expressed in the following way. Parameteri-
sations take plae at traking time so that aess to kinemati and geometrial
information is natural. Parameterisations ompete with the normal traking;
at the beginning of eah step starting inside an envelope, parameterisations
are given a hane to issue a trigger. If it does so, it is applied, otherwise the
traking proeeds with a normal step.

Parameterisations are designed as models, appliable to spei� partile types
and de�ning a trigger method. Geant4 provides an abstrat interfae only,
sine parameterisations are usually experiment dependent. This interfae, G4-
VFastSimulationModel, de�nes three pure virtual methods IsAppliable,
ModelTrigger and DoIt. The IsAppliable method allows the user to as-
ertain for whih partile types the model is valid. ModelTrigger de�nes the
trigger and is the plae where the user makes the deision not to trigger in
ompliated regions or in non suited kinemati ranges. DoIt is the user param-
eterisation ode proper, invoked if the model has previously issued a trigger.
The DoIt signature is general enough to hange the state of the urrent par-
tile and to reate seondaries.

The notion of \envelope" has been expliitly introdued: envelopes are the
geometrial regions where (and only where) parameterisations may trigger.
Envelopes an be de�ned in two ways. They an be volumes of the geometry
for traking or they an be volumes, alled \ghost volumes", independent of
that geometry. The former are, perhaps, more usual while the latter allows a
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general envelope de�nition.

In this latter ase, envelopes are volumes that are \overlayed" on the nor-
mal traking geometry and an extra navigation method is performed to hek
whether the urrent partile is inside this volume. This allows one in parti-
ular to reate envelopes for geometries produed by CAD systems, where no
hierarhial struture exists. Those ghost volumes are, in addition, partile
type sensitive, allowing the reation of di�erent envelopes for di�erent parti-
le types. For example, de�ning an envelope solely for pions enlosing both
eletromagneti and hadroni alorimeters is possible.

In pratie, envelopes are G4LogialVolume objets. Parameterisation models
are bound to this volume through a G4FastSimulationManager objet, whih
gathers and messages those models. The pointer of this manager is reursively
propagated to the daughters of the G4LogialVolume, allowing fast heking
of the presene of suh a manager at traking time.

The interfae between the parameterisation and the traking is provided by a
G4VProess, the G4FastSimulationManagerProess (G4FMP), whih heks
for the presene of a G4FastSimulationManager objet and messages it if any.
Modi�ation of the urrent trak and information of possible seondaries re-
ated by a parameterisation model are ommuniated to the traking through
a G4VPartileChange, like any G4VProess. The G4FMP also provides the ex-
tra navigation in ase ghost volumes are used. The G4FMP makes use of the
\exlusive" signal in the ase that a model triggers to tell the traking that it
is to be the only proess applied in the urrent step.

As a onrete example for the use of fast simulation we give X-ray transi-
tion radiation (XTR) generation from radiators [101℄. It is desribed by a
family of lasses inheriting from G4VFastSimulationModel. (It has also been
implemented as a boundary proess | see Setion 5.11.) The base lass G4-
XrayTRmodel is responsible for the reation of tables with integral energy and
angular distributions of XTR photons. It has also the DoIt funtion providing
XTR photon generation and moving the inident partile through the XTR
radiator. Partiular models like G4IrregularXrayTRmodel realise the pure
virtual funtion GetStakFator. The latter alulates the response of the
XTR radiator.

Figure 12 shows the sheme of working of the G4XrayTRmodel::DoIt funtion.
An inident harged partile with a Lorentz fator  > 100 enters the logial
volume G4Envelope at the point p1 and exits at p2. It moves along the diretion
given by the unit vetor ~v. XTR photons are generated randomly along the
partile trajetory (point g1) inside G4Envelope with energies and polar angles
relative to ~v randomly seleted from the orresponding tables of the integral
energy and angular distributions. Eah XTR photon then is moved to the
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Fig. 12. Illustrating the working of the G4XrayTRmodel::DoIt funtion.

border of G4Envelope (g2). Finally the sum of the XTR photon energies is
subtrated from the kineti energy of the inident partile.

6.2 Event biasing

Variane redution tehniques are an important aspet of most Monte Carlo
alulations and allow the user to tune the simulation to the part of the
problem spae (partile speies, energy, position, et.) most relevant to his/her
appliation [102℄. In Geant4 failities exist to allow the user to modify the
statistial weight assoiated with eah G4Trak objet so that, for example,
the user an modify the probability of interation proesses (urrently through
user-written ode) to inrease the sampling of high-energy seondary partiles,
whih will have orrespondingly lower trak weights. More general failities to
allow a user to bias the simulation onditions, without the need for signi�ant
ode development, are urrently being developed. However, there are already
two lasses that allow biasing shemes to be applied.

When simulating radioative deay following energeti partile interations, it
is often neessary to treat the deays of a range of nulide speies over many
generations. Furthermore, results are often required only for deays within par-
tiular "time-windows" that are muh shorter than the times between nulide
prodution and observation. To deal with the former, the Geant4 radioative
deay proesses applies reursive formulae based on the work of Bateman [103℄
and Trusott [104℄ to allow determination of the deay rates for all nulear
generations. This is used in ombination with the variane redution modes
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Fig. 13. Illustration of Deay Probability Biasing.

that an be invoked in the lass G4RadioativeDeay preferentially to sample
the times of the deay aording to the times of observation (as illustrated
by Figure 13). In the extreme ase, all radionulides and their progeny an
be fored to deay at a user-de�ned observation time. An additional feature
of this variane redution mode in G4RadioativeDeay is that the user an
infer the e�ets of a time-varying soure (e.g. if assessing radiation e�ets on
a satellite from a solar partile event) from eah radionuleus reated in the
simulation at time t = 0. This is ahieved by onvolving the deay rate over a
user-de�ned soure time pro�le. (Clearly performing a similar alulation us-
ing an analogue Monte Carlo approah to sample soure partiles as a funtion
of time would be very ineÆient in omparison.)

Other variane redution shemes within G4RadioativeDeay inlude:

� splitting of radionulides prior to deay, whih an be used to inrease the
sampling of deay radioative deay produts;

� re-biasing of the deay branhes, so that there is inreased sampling of low-
probability branhes that may, beause of partile energy or speies, have a
more important e�et on the observation.

The lass G4GeneralPartileSoure also provides failities for the user to
bias the soure partile distribution in energy, in the x-, y- or z-diretion for
the point at whih it is reated, or in angular diretion. Here the user has
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only to provide the desired sampling distribution in the form of a umulative
probability distribution histogram, and G4GeneralPartileSoure realu-
lates the weights of the biased soure partiles sampled from the distribution.
This feature permits, for example, more partiles to be sampled loser to the
volumes of the simulated geometry where greater sensitivity to radiation ef-
fets is expeted, or inreased sampling of the high-energy portion of a osmi
ray spetrum, whih an produe more seondary partiles.

6.3 Persisteny

The persisteny ategory provides an interfae for storing and retrieving run,
event, hits, digits and geometry information in and from ODMG-ompliant
objet databases so that users may perform post-simulation analysis in sepa-
rate proesses. The objet persisteny has been ahieved by using the ODMG
lass desription and HepODBMS [105℄.

It is a funtional requirement that the kernel part of Geant4 must be able to
run with and without HepODBMS and the related ommerial pakages. This
ategory an be built optionally. Users must set an environment swith before
the installation of the toolkit to use this ategory. This requirement leads to
a design deision that normal kernel objets (transient objets) must have
orresponding persistent objets to perform a deep opy of data members.
The ODMG-ompliant lass desription allows one to one mapping of the
assoiation between ompliated objets suh as geometry.

A persistent lass must inherit the persisteny harateristis from the lass
HepPersObj in HepODBMS. Data members of the persistent lass are updated
and ommitted during the database transation methods de�ned in HepDbAp-

pliation. Shema information is extrated from the lass header �les and
ompiled as meta-data with a preproessor. Currently a ommerial objet
database pakage Objetivity/DB is supported by HepODBMS.

To use persisteny, users must instantiate a singleton objet of lass G4Per-
sistenyManager. This objet is messaged by the Geant4 run manager to
trigger the atual deep opy of the objets related to run, event and geometry.
Loation of the database and the transations to the database are spei�ed
through the user interfae lass G4PersistenyMessenger and the informa-
tion is transferred to an objet of lass G4TransationManager, whih handles
the database transation messages using HepDbAppliation. The deep opy
operations are performed during these transations.

When a pointer of a transient G4Event objet is handed to G4Persisteny-

Manager, it is handed on to a G4PersistentEventMan objet whih then on-
struts a persistent objet of lass G4PEvent with data member whih are val-
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ues of G4Event. A onstrutor of G4PEvent then onstruts G4PPrimaryVertex,
and makes assoiations to the primary vertex, hit olletions and digit olle-
tions if they exist. G4PPrimaryVertex then onstruts G4PPrimaryPartile
objets. Similar deep opy transations our for run and geometry when
triggered by G4RunManager. The relation of the persistent and the transient
objets is reversed in the retrieve transation.

Hit and digit lasses and their olletions belong to the user domain and a-
tual implementation of these lasses di�er from detetor to detetor. Geant4
persisteny ategory provides persistent abstrat base lasses so that users
an diretly store and retrieve their hits and digits olletions. In a user im-
plementation, hit and hits olletion inherits persisteny from G4PVHit and
G4PVHitsColletion respetively. Atual storing and retrieving of the data
members is triggered in the methods of G4TransationManager. In this ase,
the user must expliitly take ontrol of database transations for their user
de�ned persistent lasses by speifying a transation type parameter in G4-

PersistenyManager methods.

7 Interativity and visualisation

Interativity and visualisation span three related ategories, i.e., interoms,
interfaes, and visualisation ategories. At the lowest level resides interoms,
whih provides, amongst other things (see Setion 2.2), ommand de�nition
and interpretation tools. User interation is realised through the onept of a
\session" and graphial and non-graphial onrete sessions are available in
the interfaes ategory.

Visualisation is a high level ategory whih uses interoms and | if interative
graphial tools are shared, suh as the X Windows Toolkit (Unix) or Mirosoft
Windows | also uses interfaes, where the windows event handlers are oded.
Drivers for several graphis systems are o�ered and an be instantiated in
parallel.

Below, we desribe these ategories in turn. We also desribe how the visual
debugging of detetor geometry models an be realised in Geant4.

7.1 User interfaes

The design of Geant4 (graphial) user interfaes was inuened by two on-
siderations: the ategories of users and the phases of user ations.

Three ategories of users were envisioned:
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(1) End user who runs aGeant4 appliation by setting run-time parameters
and exeuting ommands with the (graphial) user interfaes.

(2) Appliation programmer who reates appliation programs spei� to
his/her simulation. He/she may wish to de�ne speialised ommands and
sets of assoiated parameters. Available ommands may vary from one
appliation to another.

(3) Framework provider who is a Geant4 developer.

This leads us to separating the reation of (graphial) user interfaes from the
reation of ommands.

During the exeution of an appliation, two phases of user ations arise, namely
for initialisation of simulation and for ontrol of event generation and proess-
ing. The user interation is di�erent in eah phase and this requires that a
Geant4 appliation is a state-mahine and that its available ommands and
their parameters may vary aording to state.

It was our design hoie to have the interoms ategory separate from the
user interfaes ategory. The interoms ategory implements an expandable
ommand interpreter whih is the key mehanism in Geant4 for realising
ustomisable and state-dependent user interations with all ategories without
being perturbed by the dependenies among lasses.

The apturing of ommands is handled by a C++ abstrat lass G4UIsession
of the interoms ategory. Various onrete implementations of the ommand
apturer are ontained in the [user℄ interfaes ategory. Taking into aount
the rapid evolution of graphial user interfae (GUI) tehnology and onse-
quent dependene on external failities, it was deided to o�er plural and
extensible GUI's. Appliation programmers and framework providers, how-
ever, are asked only to know how to register their ommands and parameters
appropriate to their problem domain; no knowledge of GUI programming is
required to allow the appliation to use them through one of the available
GUIs.

7.1.1 Conrete implementations

Various user interfae tools like Motif, Tk/tl, JAVA, et., have been used
to implement the ommand \apturer". The rihness of the Collaboration has
permitted di�erent groups to o�er various front-ends to theGeant4 ommand
system. We list below the urrently available implementations aording their
main tehnologies:

� bath to read and exeute a �le ontaining ommands,
� tsh-like terminal for interative sessions,
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Fig. 14. GAG working with JAS.

� Xm, Xaw, Win32 variations of the above using a Motif, Athena or Win-
dows widget to retrieve ommands, useful if working in onjuntion with
visualisation drivers that use the Xt library or the WIN32 one,

� GAG [106,107℄, a lient/server type adaptive GUI reetingGeant4 states,
and

� OPACS [108℄, an OPACS/Wo widget manager implementation.

Figure 14 is a display dump of GAG o-working with JAS (Java Analysis
Studio) [109℄.

7.1.2 Other tools for appliation programmers

Geant4 requires the appliation programmer to reate three mandatory lasses
relating to detetor geometry, physis proesses and the primary generator.
The following tools have been developed to help him/her to reate the �rst two
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of these lasses without memorising the straight-forward but tedious names
and methods of relevant lasses like materials, solids, partiles, et. These have
proved very useful for rapid prototyping of simulation appliations [107,110℄.

� GGE (Geant4 Geometry Editor) is a tabular tool written in Java whih has
a material editor and a volume editor. Complete C++ soure odes, ready
for ompilation, implementing the programmer's geometry are produed
from the tables �lled by the user. It an be saved in a persistent �le for
reuse.

� MGA (Material Generation and Assoiation) is similar with GGE. It uses
CAD's STEP output and assoiates it with materials to generate C++
soure odes.

� GPE (Geant4 Physis Editor) has tables for partiles and eletromagneti
proesses. The programmer assoiates a partile with a proess by �lling the
physis list table. From the table are generated omplete C++ soure odes
inluding the default ut value.

7.2 Visualisation

Geant4 visualisation is designed to visualise detetor geometry, partile tra-
jetories, traking steps, hits, texts (harater strings), et., to help users to
prepare and exeute detetor simulation.

There is a wide variety of user requirements on visualisation. For example:

� very quik response to survey suessive events;
� high-quality outputs for presentation and doumentation;
� impressive speial e�ets for demonstration;
� exible amera ontrol for debugging detetor geometry and physis;
� seletion of visualisable objets;
� interative piking of graphial objets for attribute editing or feedbak to
the assoiated data;

� highlighting wrong intersetions of physial volumes;
� ooperative working with graphial user interfaes.

It is very diÆult to respond to all of these requirements with only one built-in
visualiser, so we have designed an abstrat interfae whih supports several
omplementary graphis systems. Here the term \graphis system" means ei-
ther an appliation running as a proess independent ofGeant4 or a graphis
library to be ompiled with Geant4. A onrete implementation of the inter-
fae is alled a visualisation driver, and this an use a graphis library diretly,
ommuniate with an independent proess via pipe or soket, or simply write
an intermediate �le for a separate viewer.
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The urrent distribution ofGeant4 ontains several established drivers. Those
whih need external libraries or pakages may only be ativated if the orre-
sponding external system is installed, and it is the user's responsibility to hek
this and set environment variables to ontrol the ompilation of the drivers. In
addition, in priniple, the user may extend this list by implementing his/her
own driver to the spei�ation of the abstrat interfae.

The following drivers write intermediate �les for a separate viewing. The
drivers themselves need no external libraries or pakages and are normally
built by default into any Geant4 exeutable.

� DAWNFILE [111℄: produes �les for the Fukui Renderer, DAWN [112℄,
whih is well suited to preparing tehnial-high-quality PostSript outputs
for presentation and/or doumentation. Figure 15 shows an example.

� HepRepFile: generates �les in the HepRep [113℄ format, suitable for viewing
with several viewers, notably the WIRED [114℄ event display viewer. As well
as various 3D representations of the geometry model and trajetories, et.,
the geometry hierarhy an be viewed as a tree struture and used to selet
visible omponents.

� RayTraer This driver performs ray-traing rendering using the traking
algorithms of Geant4, and generates a JPEG �le. The driver is, therefore,
a useful debugging tool for Geant4 developers. For users, it is useful for
generating photo-realisti high-quality images.

� VRMLFILE [111℄: generates VRML (versions 1 and 2) �les that an be
viewed with one of the many attrative VRML viewers now available. These
enable one to perform interative spinning of detetors, ying inside dete-
tors or partile showers, and so on.

The following link diretly to external libraries and require ativating by the
setting of environment variables. These graphis systems establish their own
graphial database for fast refreshing and view re-orienting, exept for the so-
alled immediate mode of OpenGL. Free implementations of all these libraries
are available.

� OPACS [108℄: The OPACS library supports many useful funtions suh as
an event display and piking.

� OpenGL [115℄: OpenGL is widely available and is well suited to real-time,
fast visualisation. Its immediate mode has no limitation on piture om-
plexity.

� OpenInventor [116℄: This driver supports high interativity, e.g., attribute
editing of piked objets, virtual-reality visualisation, and other advaned
funtions.

The following use the soket mehanism to ommuniate with viewers running
in daemon mode and require ativating by the setting of environment variables.
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Fig. 15. Visualisation with the DAWNFILE driver.

They have the features of their �le-writing equivalents above but have the
advantage of remote visualisation.

� DAWN [111℄: has the features of DAWNFILE above.
� VRML [111℄: has the features of VRMLFILE above.

The following use the visualisation driver mehanism to provide an alterna-
tive tree representation of the geometry model. The drivers themselves need
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no external libraries or pakages and are normally built by default into any
Geant4 exeutable.

� ASCIITree: simply tabulates the geometry model hierarhy on standard
output.

� GAGTree: ommuniates with the GAG user interfae (Setion 7.1.1), if
instantiated, and allows a tree-widget-like viewing of the geometry model
hierarhy.

Visualisation proedures are ontrolled by the visualisation manager desribed
in a user lass, say, MyVisManager that inherits the lass G4VisManager de-
�ned in the visualization ategory [117℄. The visualisation manager aepts
a user's requests for visualisation, proesses them, and passes the proessed
requirements through the abstrat interfae to the urrently seleted visual-
isation driver. In this proess, the visualisation manager uses various lasses
for visualisable 3D objets (volumes, lines, texts, markers, et.) de�ned in the
graphis reps ategory and the geometry ategory. The visualisation manager
also uses utility lasses de�ned in the visualization/modeling sub-ategory to
generate 3D data ready for visualisation.

7.3 Data analysis

There are various analysis systems that generate histograms, analyse event
data statistially, and so forth. It is possible to plug in many of these to
Geant4. Examples of plugging in analysis systems supporting the AIDA
abstrat interfae [118℄, e.g., JAS [109℄, Lizard [119℄, and OpenSientist [120℄,
are inluded in the Geant4 pakage.

7.4 Geometry veri�ation

The appliation developer's job inludes desribing a detetor geometry, usu-
ally by writing C++ odes. In debugging, the most time-onsuming work
is the heking of the detetor model. Visualisation is indispensable. It is a
requirement and assumption of the Geant4 traking that volumes do not
overlap and that daughter volumes are fully ontained within the mother.
This means that there should be no intersetions of physial volume surfaes.
Corret traking behaviour is not guaranteed if this happens.

In general, the most powerful intersetion detetion algorithms are provided
by CAD systems, treating intersetions between the solids in their topologial
form, and users are enouraged to use suh failities. In priniple, the STEP
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interfae enables transfer between Geant4 and CAD systems, but this might
not always be pratial.

Geant4 visualisation supports a powerful way of visually debugging interse-
tions of physial-volume surfaes. Physial volume surfaes are deomposed
into 3D polygons, and intersetions of the generated polygons are investigated.
If a polygon intersets with another one, physial volumes to whih these poly-
gons belong are drawn with a highlight olour (red by default). Figure 16 is a
sample visualisation of detetor geometry with interseting physial volumes
highlighted. This visual debugging of physial volume surfaes is performed
with the DAWNFILE visualisation driver (see 7.2) in ooperation with the
debugger appliation DAVID [121℄.

Geant4 also provides some failities for helping in deteting geometry errors,
these failities are also available as run-time ommands. A series of linear tra-
jetories are used to alulate the points of intersetion with the solids. The
requirement of no overlaps and full ontainment prosribe the ordering of these
points along the trajetory. This is an approah whih is omplementary to
that of CAD systems and DAVID. The disadvantage is that small errors may
be missed if the linear trajetories do not happen to pass through the prob-
lemati region of spae. On the other hand, it uses the geometry algorithms
built into Geant4 itself and the geometry is sampled where the user is most
interested in its validation.

8 Conlusion

The Geant4 toolkit provides a versatile and omprehensive software pak-
age for modern simulation appliations that involve the interation and pas-
sage of partiles through matter. It an handle omplex geometries eÆiently
and ompatly, and allows visualization of the geometry and partile traks
through a variety of interfaes. It provides simulation for a wide range of
physis proesses based on theory, data or parameterisation. These treat, for
example, hadroni interations from thermal energies up to 1PeV, eletromag-
neti interations of harged hadrons, ions, leptons and photons from 250 eV
to 1PeV or more, as well as the prodution and propagation of optial pho-
tons. The implementation of the toolkit in an objet-oriented design allows
it to be easily extended, where appropriate, to meet the requirements of the
user, through lass inheritane. In addition, there are a growing range of utili-
ties for visualization and analysis of resulting data. The software itself, whih
is freely available at soure-ode level over the Web [1℄, has been developed
in aordane with software engineering standards in order to attain a high
quality, reliable produt.
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Fig. 16. Highlighting wrong intersetions of physial volumes.
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Geant4 has been, and ontinues to be developed and maintained through a
Memorandum of Understanding agreed between the many ollaborating insti-
tutes. This world-wide international ollaboration, and the user ommunity,
is ontinuing to expand due to the appliability, aessibility and versatil-
ity of this toolkit, with urrent appliations ranging from medial physis to
high-energy astrophysis, as well as of ourse partile physis and aelerator
design. The reader is referred to user forums and separate papers, many as-
soiated with joint projets and experiments, for more detailed disussions,
development and validation of the Geant4 toolkit.
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